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"You'll find the naval plans in his inner ·coat pocket!" cried Ted. Flop! Rovsky was on his back
in a ji:lfy ·and the papers secured. "You accursed Yankee meddler!" shrieked the
Russian. " You have signed your own death war.rant!"
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.BY THE MIKADO'S ORDER
(

.

OR,

TED TERRI LL'S WIN-OUT IN JAPAN
By LIEUT. J. J. 84.RRY

CHAPTER I.

"geta," a curious shoe which has a wooden heel and also a
wooden toe, both being somewhat like the calks on a horse's
A MORN ING SURPRISE IN TOKIO.
shoe, and some two inches high .
. When the people walk on these shoes the click-clack over
One early September morning, in the year 1906, two the pavements makes a clatter that it would be hard to
youths, walking close together, strolled up the Ginza, as describe.
the great thoroughfare is known which might be termed the
Through the middle of the Ginza ran a, solitary surface
Broadway of Tokio, the capital of the Japanese Empire.
car line, not heavily patronized. .
Here, on this great avenue, where most of the business 1 Most of the people in Tokio, when J hey do no t walk
of Tokio is done, niany tall buildings appeared-tall, that abroad, travel in the jinrikisha, which may be likened to
is, for the Japanese, being from three to :five stories in an overgrown two-wheeled baby carriage, with shafts.
height.
The passenger sits in this jinrikisha, while a coolie, al'rhese "tall buildings" had a most modern look, save for most naked when the weath er permits, takes a hitch i!1
the queer-looking Jap~nese signs of business houses.
between the shafts and starts off at a quick trot, hauling
Most of these buildings were of patterns that could be his passenger after him.
found in New York, or in London, Paris or Berlin.
There were hundreds of these jinrikishas in sight, all
Here and th ere, however, between its taller neighbors, proceeding rapidly but in an orderly way up and down
stood a squat little Japanese structure, reminding one of the Ginza .
qlder times in what is to-day "up-to-date Tokio."
Thousands of people were out this morning, for it was .
Yet, despite the modern look of many if not most of the one of the brightest, sweetest mornings of the year in Tokio.
buildings, there was an abundance of the unusual to attract
Every one appeared to be laughing and happy, except,
the eye of the pedestrian.
possibly, the keepers of some of the smaller shops.
In the first place, though the Japanese are familiar with
Ever since the great war with Russia th e Japanese have
our costume, and though there are several tailo:rS in Tokio been poor and have dispensed with many of the things that
who furnish it, the average J ap still prefers to wear his own they used to buy. ·
native clothing.
Hence some of the storekeepers, are not as happy as
The women, almost without exception, appeared in the they were in former days.
picturesque old-time costume.
J Yet, despite the falling off in trade, these stores were
Most of the women, and many of the men, wore the as filled as ever with the beautiful, artistic and ingenious
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wares that the Japanese have manufachrred for centuries.
• spend all the
A traveler in Japan feels tempted to
money he has ere he has gone by the first block of stores.
The Japanese themslves have much to do with the traveler's reckless buying.
They are always laughing, always polite, always eager to
please. It seems like a shame to refuse to buy of one of
these pleasant Japanese.
Add to that the fact that the Japanese women a.re very
pretty and winsome, and that they serve tea in the most
engaging way in many of the shops, and you will understand why the foreigner, new to Japan, buys so much of the
wonderful goods displayed in the shops.
But the two youths above referred to did not appear to
be doing any buying in the shops, nor to have any thoughts
along that line.
One was rather tall, broad-shouldered,. chestnut-haired,
blue-eyed and good-looking- an American youth of about
seventeen, named Ted Terrill.
The other youth was shorter, much more slender, blackhaired and with kindly, dark-brown eyes- a ·Japanese
youth named, as far as Ted knew, Toko Kama.
Toko wore the native garb, queer little round straw hat
and all. The only article of Japanese dress that he did
not wear was the geta. Instead, he wore soft-soled shoes.
"Do your people never get glum, Kama?" asked Terrill,
calling the Japanese youth by his 'first name, which the
Japanese place after their family name.
"Glum?" answered tlie Japanese, quickly. "What is
that word?"
"Why, it means the same as gloomy, out-of-sorts."
"When our people do not feel right, they do not believe
in showing it," Toko Kama answered.
"Unless they happen to get hot, eh?" laughed Ted.
"Hot?"
The Japanese lopked puzzled. Though he prided himself on his English Toko Kama was constantly :finding
that there were words he could not understand.
"Hot is the same thing as angry," Ted explained.
"Oh, when our people are angcy," replied Kama, "they
certainly would not let any one see it."
"What do they do when they get hot?"
"They simply smile."
"But when they get hotter?"
"Then they smile all the harder."
"And never rip or cuss?"
"There are few profane ·words in the Japanese language," replied the Japanese, quietly.
"So that when your J ap gets mad he only smiles and
keeps on smiling ?"
"That is all," replied Toko. "And, pardon me, you do
not know it, but the Japanese do not like to be called
'Japs.' They are very foolish, I know, but that word,
'Jap,' from a friend, is very displeasing."
Toko Kama spoke with the utmost gentleness.
Ted flushed slightly, but he answered:

"Thank you, I will remember that and not hurt your
feelings again."
"You did not hurt them, Mr. Terrill. I knew that you
used the word without thought to offend."
"But are your people never unhappy?" asked Ted, earne11tly.
·
"Sometimes, perhaps, they a.re unhappy,'' admitted Toko,
slowly.
" I haven't seen one yet who looked it," laughed Ted.
"No."
"The Japanese won~t show when they are unhappy. Is
that it?"
"They would think it very impolite to annoy.others with
the signs that they were troubled,'' replied the smaller
youth.
"Then your people always look happy, just as a matter of
politeness?" quizzed the American youth. ·
"Usually a Japanese looks happy because he is so.
But only a very impolite J apanese--what you Americans
call ill-bred-will let it be seen that he is unhappy over
anything."
Ted was thoughtful for some moments. He was getting
a new g1impse of the Japanese character,
He had been in Japan only a week.
"Suppose," asked our hero, "that I insult some Japanese,
what will he do?"
"He will smile at you."
"And boil inside?"
"More likely he will pity you because you have not. been
well trained in politeness."
"And if I insult' him very much, he will smile all the
more?" pressed Terrill.
"Yo.u would not insult any one. You are not that kind,''
smiled Kama, politely.
"No; I am only asking questions-fool questions. If I •
offered a very severe insult? What would a Japanese do
then?"
"It would depend. If your insult was against his parents, a Japanese might even strike you. If you said anything disrespectful about our Emperor, some Japanese
might even kill you." .
"I shan't, then," laughed Ted. "But if he were not mad
why would he hit or kill me?"
"He would strike from a sense of justice."
"Oh, I see !"
"No," said Toko Kama. "No good man can say &.nything wrong about our Emperor, the Mikado."
"If I struck one of those coolies with a cane," suggested Ted, eyeing a stalwart man between the shafts of a
passing jinrikisha, "what would he' do?" '
"Smile."
"Why?"
"Because he would be too polite to want to let you see
that you had wounded his feelings."
"Whew!" gasped Ted. "Yet the Japanese are not
cowards. They can fight."
"They can fight; perhaps," half admitted the Japanese,
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He saw, in a jiffy, that he must risk being run down by
modestly, "but they are ncver bullies or quarrelsome. A
quarrelsome inan canno t be polite. Our Japanese boys, at the fast-trotting horses, but that did not matter.
To leap into the g_utter offered the only chance of saving
the public school, are taught good manners before they
learn the alphabet. It is a very unkind thing to say to a .the baby from death.
So leap Ted did, and wheeled about, heedless of the
young Japanese child that he has no manners. He will
smile at you, but afterward he will run home fast to ask prancing horses.
Our hero's upstretched arms caught the little one safely, ·
his father if it is true."
In looking earnGStly into his Japanese friend's face, Ted just as the driver pulled the horses enough to the left so
did not see a bevy of four Japanese girls, walking closely that the hubs of the wheels left only their .marks qf dirt
grouped, until he had bumped foto them, nearly upsetting and grease on Ted's knees.
With a glad cry, the mother disappeared from the winone of them.
I n an instant the American boy's hat was in his hand, dow.
There was a sound of s.::urrying feet on the stairs soon,
his face very red.
. while the carriage drew up beyond and a middle-aged
" I beg a thousand pardons, young ladies !" he cried.
None of the girls was able to reply in English, but all Japanese ~entleman looked out of the window of the
.
.
closed velucle.
smiled sweetly, and made low bows.
As the mother da~ted mto the. str~et, Ted placed m
Then one of them spoke to Kama in Japanese.
She says," interpreted Tok~ Kama, "that they were all her arms t~e b.aby, wluch was lau~hmg m glee.
In a twm~lmg the poor, .over;Joye~ woman sank to her
very stupid to have gotten in your way, and they fear you
will have a bad opinion of them. They ask me to beg your knees, huggrng her baby tight, while she poured out a
long string of Japanese words, frequently bowing h!=lr head
pardon for them.".
close to the sidewalk.
.
.
.
.
d
t
. all th e th an k·s th at th e pol·t
. expressmg
"Sh e is
Ted :felt hke gasprng agarn, for well he knew that he
I es an
.
a1one was the blun derer.
most grateful Japanese know how to utter," explamed
"Please say to them," he begged, "that I cannot pardon Tako Kama.
what never was done. That the fault was wholly mine,
"Tell .her that it is only a trifle, as far as I am conand that I shall remember all the day how clumsy and
cerned," begged Ted, "but that I am now glad •that her
neglectful I was."
child fell, since it gave me an opportunity to make her so
."They beg you not to feel disturbed. 1 They say that the
happy."
pleasure is theirs, since it has given them tbei chance to
"That is very polite," smiled Kama, and turned to the
hear your voice."
overjoyed little Japanese woman to interpret what llis
"Then tell them, please," urged Ted Terrill, "that I friend had said.
As soon as they could induce the mother to take her
can no longer regret even my stupidity and awkwardness,
1
since through it I have had a second glimpse at the pleasant child indoors, the two friends were about to push t hei'
wa~r onward through the curious, eager, yet very polite and
·
faces of four such young ladi es."
Kama translated. The Japanese maidens laughed, bowed smiling crowd which had gathered.
But a sharp, hissing call from the waiting carriage caught
very low, smiling all the while, then clattered away on their
Kama's sharp ears.
resounding getas.
"I must beg you to wait a moment, my friend," mur"That's a heap different from a collision on a New York
sidewalk," laughed Ted, as the two :friends went on their mu red the little J apanese. "His excellency, the Count
way. - "What do you suppose I might have got in New Kato, is beckoning that he wishes a word with me."
So Ted backed up against the wall of the building, while
York?"
polite Japanese crowd rapidly made itself scarce.
the
"I don't know," confessed the Japanese.
Kama stood for full five minutes talking with the
Toko
" I would have heard some one say: 'Say, do you t'ink
count.
Japanese
"
chauffeur?'
you're an automobile wicl a dizzy
Then, at last, after a, low bow to the nobleman, Toko
Toko looked puzzled, but asked no questions.
They had not gone a block further up the Ginza when came gliding back.
" I have, perhaps, what is good news for you," smiled
a cry from one of the upper stories of a modern building
the little Jap, his face aglow with eagerness.
·
ca.used them both to look swiftly up.
"Yes?" questioned Ted. .
A J apanese mother, leaning far out of one of those
"His very distinguished excellency, the Count Kato, who
high-up windows, shrieked in agony as she watched her
is a very high official in Tokio, saw your quick presence
tiny baby plunge down headlong toward the gutter.
of mind," ran on Toko, "and also your bravery. The
sidewalk.
the
of
outside
the
on
Ted was
count honors us both with the request that we ride with him
the
on
rare
are
One of the two-110rse carriages that
streets of Tokio was coming along close to the sidewalk. in his carriage."
"Why, that will be fun!" cried Ted. "Where is he going
Teel sprang the instant that he saw the infant coming
·
clown.
1 to take us ?"
"

1
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"To his office, I think, if you are goocl enough to permit
it," replied Kama.
"To his office? What for?"
"Did I not say that his distinguished excellency is a
very high official? I think · he wishes to talk over some
business with you."
"Business? Me?" echoed Ted, his surprise and curiosity getting the better of all oth er emotion s. "What business
can he have with me?"
"I am very sure that the count has business· to dis·cuss
with you," insisted Toko Kama, still smiling. "But I am
not privileged to talk about the count's business. Come, we
are keeping his very distinguished excellency waiting."
"Just one moment, my friend," begged T ed. "What
office does the count hold under the government?"
"Ah, the count will explain much better than I can,"
came the soft reply. "Come, let us join his excellency
before we are suspected of being impolite."
Ted hurried off, at the side of Tako Kama.
But our ·hero could not help doing some hard wondering.
What could t.h is nobleman and official want of him ?
Especially since Count Kato had seen the American do
nothing more than take a risk in order to save a child
from death?
CHAPTER II.
ROVSKY, THE SPY.

Ted Terrill did his best to make a polite Japanese bow
when he found himself being presented to Count Kato.
The count, though a high official, did not wear a uniform, as did so many other high officials in Tokio.
Instead, the count wore a black frock suit, with a small
clfrysanthemum in his lapel, and a tall silk hat-=-such a
' costume as he could have bought in New York as easily a.s
anywhere.
The count's black hair was just slightly tinged with
coming gray.
He was not a tall man, nor stout, either. His weight
could not have been above a hundred and twenty pounds.
Yet this man had a look about him that would have
stamped him, anywhere in the world, as being a power
among men.
With all his smiling politeness, this Japanese n9bleman
looked the man used to commanding others.
His little eyes, keen and 'steady, had a way of looking
through one at the first glance.
As the two boys stepped into the carriage and occupied
the front seat, Count Kato leaned forward, pulling down
the curtains on either side.
That queer move mystified our hero not1 a little.
Another thing that seemed mysterious was that the
driver did not cdme to the door to ask directions.
Instead, the carriage moved away, traveling at a good
pace.
Just once, as the blind jostled back a bit, Ted saw that
the vehicle was passing through Uyeno Pa.rk, the great
pleasure resort of the people of Tokio.

"Why, we must be going over to the government buildings, beyond the park," guessed Ted.
All the time a stream of conversation was being kept up.
The count's eyes twinkled in a most kindly way. He
either chatted, or listened to his younge1· companions, until
the carriage stopped again. ·
"Now we will get out, if yqu please," said the count,
talking in fairly good English, as all the educated Japanese
do.
Ted alighted, somewhat to his surprise, in a closed courtyard.
Looking across the yard he saw soldier sentries at the
gateway.
Our hero had been right in his fleeting guess that · they
were bound for one of the government buildings.
These great, handsome buildings, past the park, and
past the great castle of the Mikado, are too pronounced a
feature of Tokio to be mistaken.
" \''ill you honor me by stepping into my office?" smiled
the count.
The two youngsters followed the ~Ider ma.n into the
building.
As they stepped through the corrid ors the sentries that
they passed all saluted the count with every appearance
of the greatest respect.
. At ·last they halted before one of the doors.
A soldier stood vigilantly on guar!=l here.
" This is my office," the count announced. "Will you
be pleased to enter."
Count Kato fitted a key in the lock, swung the door open,
then followed in after the lads.
•
It was an ordinary office, such as one might find in
any government building in the world.
There was a roll-top desk, a fl.at desk at some distance
from it, two sofas and a dozen chairs.
The floor was carpeted, and two great filing cases and
a safe stood against the wall.
That was all, except that at one side of the roll-top desk
was a row of electric push-buttons connecting with callbells in other parts of the building.
A telephone stood on a slide of the roll-top desk.
Placing his tall hat on top of the desk, the count
shovecl up the roll, then seated himself.
In the meantime Tako Kama had placed chairs for our
hero and himself.
And now, as he wheeled around in his chair, the count
seemed to forget all his airy politeness.
Instead, he appeared to be the keen-eyed, alert, all but
brisk official of the government.
"Your name ?" asked the count, picking up a pencil and
shoving a pad of paper under the point of the pencil.
"Edward Terrill," replied the American, wondering at
this method of beginning an interview.
"First name commonly called Ted," put in Toko.
"Your age?"
"Seventeen," Ned answered.
"You are an American, of course?"
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"Yes."
"How do you happen to be in Japan ?."
"I am here on a short visit."
"Business, or sigl~t-seeing?" asked the count, quickly.
"Sight-seeing," Ted answered, the mystery connected
with all these questions growing in his own mind.
"Ah, your father is wealthy, then?" questioned the count.
"I wish he was," Ted smiled.
"You have some means, then?"
"Only the little pocket-money that my father gave me."
. "Then how are you able to leave America and come 'way
over here?"
"I don't live in the United States,'' Ted replied, smiling.
"Ah ! Where, then?"
Count Kato Rpoke sharply, and looked sharply. as if this
question were very important.
"My father, Asa Terrill, is an American citizen, a school
teacher. The United States government sent him to Manila to be principal of one of the grammar schools there.
So my father took me to the Philippines with him. A
fortnight ago he gave me money for a little visit in Japan.
That was all the more possible as my ·:father was able to
get passage to Japan for me on one of our American army
transports."
"You are in the employ of the American government?"
asked the count, quickly, looking a shade disappointed,
too, Ted thought.
"Not yet," answered the lad .
"What do you mean by that?"
" Why, I am not in the American government employ at
Manila, but I am fitting for a position in the civil service
later on."
"Oh! Ah!" The count was smiling again.
"Do you know the American ambassadw to Japan?"
was the count's next question.
"I do not."
"Have you any papers-anything to prove who you are?
A passport, let us say?"
"A passport? No. But I have the government pass
given me for my trip on the United States Army transport
Buford."
"Will you let me see it?"
What on earth did all these questions mean?
"The count talks as if I were a prisoner under arrest,"
fidgeted the boy.
~ut he dug into an inner pocket, drew forth his pocketbook, and from that took the transport pass furnished him
py the ranking quarterinaster officer o:f the army at Manila.
Not only do American officials in the Philippines travel
free on the army transports, but so, also, do mempers of
their families.
"Ah, this is excellent; as good as a passport-better!"
beamed Count Kato, as he scanned the little slip of paper.
"Now, Ted Terrm, you are not rich?"
"If I am, no one ever told me about it."
"Would you like to earn some money? A fairly large
·
sum?"

5

"Why," laughed Ted, "that is just the same as asking a
.
hungry man if he cares about anything to eat."
"What would you do tp get a large sum of money?"
pursued the count.
"Anything that was square and honest."
"Would you enter the service o:f the Japanese gove!n-.
ment?"
"Would I?" echoed Ted. "Why, I'd be tickled to death I"
Count Kato surveyed this quick-speaking lad for some
moments in attentive silence.
Then the little brown man leaned forward, looking keenly
into the American boy's eyes.
"Would you-enter the secret police service of the
.·
Mikado?"
Ted leaned back in his chair, gasping, som~what, in his
surprise.
"Would you?" persisted the count.
'"l'hat would depend."
" It would not depend upon the danger, would it ?" asked
the count, smiling. "Half an hour ago you did not seem
to mincl the danger of being run down by my carriage."
"N.o; I wouldn't think of the· danger," Ted answered,
honestly. " But I wouldn't want to do a Jot of-well, dirty
work."
" But if. the work were honorable, and served the Japanese
government ? If your work helped preserve us from our
enemies?"
"If the work is honorable and square, I 'll take it &nd
go as far as you like," ·Ted promised, bluntly.
"I was attracted by what you did on the Ginza," went
on the count. "It showed me that you had presence of
mind and col\rage. From your being with Toko Kama I
thought you must be an honorable. young man-what you
Americans call a gentleman. We need such a young man
in our police service for certain work that a Japanese could
not do. Would you take the work? There will be a large
reward if you succeed. It is work ordered by our august
Mikado himself."
"I'll take it," Ted agreed, out of hanq. He iiked the
looks of Kato better and better every moment.
"Then stand up, raise your right hand and take the oath
of loyalty to our Emperor!" cried Count Kato, himself
.
rising and lifting a 1 hand.
But Ted, though he rose, as suddenly recoiled.
"Hold 1on," he said; huskily. "I'm an American. Don't
forget that. My first loyalty, at all times, goes to the
United States of America!" ,
"But I like you none the less for that answer," smiled
the count. "Your oath of loyalty to the Mikado lasts only
as long as you serve in our secret police. At no time does
this oath go ahead of your duty to your country."
Ted solemnly held up his hand, repeating the words of
a most solemn oath.
"You realize what you have sworn?'' queried the count.
"Do I?" shiv.ered the boy. He had sworn to defend the
Emperor's interests, though at tlie greatest risk of life,
safety or happiness.
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"This is no light promise," went on the count. "Sit make his most thorough acquaintance. You must learn
who his associates are in this plot to steal our naval plans.
down.'.' ·
Again our hero sank into a chair, wondering if he were Will you do it?:'
.
dreaming.
Ted noticed in a flash that Kq.to did not ask "can you do •
"Now, then," continued Kato, "we want you to make the it?" but "will you do it?"
acquaintance of one Rovsky, a Russian."
One of the secrets of the success of the Japanese gov"A Russian I"
ernment is that it does not admit of any impossibilities.
"A spy of the Russian government, now here in Tokio."
"I'll do it,'' Ted promised, but his voice was i:tusky.
"But you are now, after one of the world's bloodiest
"You understand, Ted Terrill," ·pursued the count,
wars, at peace again with the Russians!"
"that it will very likely cost you - your life if Rovsky
"That,'' replied Kato, "does not prevent the Russian guesses that you belong to our secret service."
government from flooding our count:r-y with their spies.
"I can understand that."
And the Russians are the best spies in the world! · Un"The Russian spy system is the best in the world I"
fortunately, but very few of the Russian spies in this coun"So I have heard, Count."
try are Russians. Otherwise we would very quickly find
"There are Russian spies enough in Tokio to make your
them all."
death certain, if once they suspect that you are working
"So you, Count Kato, are an officer of the Mikado's against them."
·
secret police?"
murmured.
boy
the
tha.t,"
believe
"I can
"I command the secret police in Tokio."
"And you are not afraid?"
"And you, Toko-" went on Ted, turning, bu,t
In a twink1ing Ted rose to hi s feet, drew himself up to
stopped.
his tallest and made answer, simply:
For Toko Kama had silently slipped out of the office.
"Afraid? I am an American."
"Toko is in the secret police?" murmured the boy.
Count Kato laughed.
"You may think what you like," smiled the count.
"You Americans have never yet deserved to be called
"A week ago I ma'a.e his acquaintance. Sincie then we cowards,'' he admitted.
have been together most of the time. Has he been studying
"I am ready to meet your Rovsky. He speaks English, I
me, to see if I was fitted for your work, Count Kato?"
presume, or you would not think: of sending me on his
The chief of secret police smiled as he answered :
trail."
"You seem to forget, Ted ·Terrill, that I should do the
Count Kato nodded.
questioning-not you. You are now a member of our
Then;-for some minutes, the two talkecl on.
secret police--one of the foreign members that we often
In the first place, as it would not do for our hero again
find it necessary to employ. You are ready for your
to come to the count's office, a system of communication,
orders?"
including the private number of the count's telephone, was
"Yes,'' Terrill responded.
arranged.
But he was strongly tempted to rub his eyes and pinch
The matter of Ted's pay in the Mika.do's services was
himself:
touched upon.
also
Somehow, without quite meaning it, and without taking
pay was not so bad, while "expense money" was also
That
time to think, he had allowed himself to be sworn into the
allowed.
service of the Emperor of Japan.
"Now, go down to the Foreigners' Club," wound up the
"If the Japs can rush everybody the way they rushed
me," he murmured, inwardly, "it's no wonder that they get count. "You will find Mr. Bowen, an Englishman, awaiting you. He will know you, and will introduce you into
ahead while .other nations a.re waking up."
,.. "We know," continued Count Kato, "that one Ivan the club and put up your name for membership."
"Is this Mr. Bowen in your secret service?" asked Ted,
Ro~sky, whom you will meet presently, is a member of the
incautiously.
counRussian secret police. We suspect that he is in this
try to get copies of Japan's new naval plans, which might · "I do not know," replied Kato, with a cool smile and a
shrug of his shoulders. "Bowen will introduce you to
be of the greatest value to Russia.
"Rovsky would not steal these plans himself. He would Rovsky."
"Are these all of my instructions, count?"
have no chance to. But he will seek to employ others to
"All for the present. Now, go; and when you have
do it. Very likely he will not handle our naval plans at
all, but he may find a means to have them stolen, and he something to communicate to me, you know how it is to be
may attend to getting them out of this country to Russia. done. Go ! Perform your task-by order of the Mikado !
"Now, then, Ted Terrill, this Rovsky, who pretends not And success to ypu !"
Ted drew himself up, honoring Count Kato with a good
to admire the Russian government at all, is a member of
the Foreigners' Club. We will find a member of that club old American army salute.
Then, turning on his heel, the American boy left the
who will introduce you there and propose you as a member.
"There you will meet Ivan Rovsky, and there you must room.
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Outside he was stopped by a smiling Japanese officer in I Rovsky was on his feet in an instant, extending his ri:sht
uniform.
hand and bowing.
"Follow me, by Co,u nt Kato's order," commanded this
"Mr. Terrill," said the Russian, in good English, "I ftm
little officer.
doubly glad to meet you from the fact that you are Bowen's
Ted obeyed, following the officer down into a basement. friend."
'11 hcnce they went underground for some distance.
"Always take what a Russian tells you with just a grain
When they came up to street level again they faced a of salt," laughed Bowen, good-humoredly.
door.
"Why cannot you forget that I am a Russian, Bowen?"
n_rotested
Rovsky, as he and Ted shook hands. "I prefer,
"I go no further," smiled the little Japanese officer. "On
greatly,
to
be known as a citizen of the world."
the other side of this door you will pass through the throtlg,
In
that
swift
instant 'l'ed Terrill, through half-closed,
go outside, hire a jinrikisha and go on your way. It is well.
smiling eyes, had had a good opportunity to size up this
Good-by!"
T'ed had only to turn the handle of the door and pass on. Russian.
Rovsky was not very tall, nor of great breadth of shoulHe found himself now in one of the rooms of the postder.
office department, a department to which foreigners always
Yet his frame denoted great and wiry strength.
are admitted.
But his eyes were the most remark!lble thing about him.
His presence here aroused no curiosity among the few
Though those eyes usually looked half drowsy, Ted
Americans and Europeans who were there sight-seeing.
caught just a gleam of a fl.ash in them at 'that instant.
Stepping to one of the street doors, Ted signalled an
"Kato was right,'' murmured the boy to himself. "This
unemployed coolie with a jinrikisha.
Russian is just the sort of man to play a game to the finish.
"You know Foreigners' Club?" queried Ted.
He would kill the opponent who got the better of the
"Hai !" (yes) replied the coollie.
game, too ! He is a sharp, clever man, who has been every"Take me there."
where and has seen much. Can I hope to match s'uch an
Ted was whirle~ away through a succeesion of short
experienced
man of the world?"
streets.
But in the next instant there fl.ashed into the American
It was not so very far to go, and ere long Terrill
boy's resolute mind the impulsive declaration:
found himself gliding in through the gateway of that wcll"I will match him! And I'll beat him-by order of the
known club of Tokio.
Mikado!"
The club building is a low, two-story affair, half Japanese
"You are going to sit clown and chat with me a while?"
in style, and surrounded by a broad veranda . .
questioned the Russian, genially.
As the jinrikisha slowly approached the entrance, a
"Awfully sorry, old chap," explained the Englishman.
broad, red-faced Englishman rose from one of the chairs.
"But I have ai.1 appointment. Just sign this card, proHe came forward, down the steps, hand outstretched and posing
Terrill for membership, wili' you, and I'll have the
his face beaming with good nature.
clerk post it up at the desk. Have a good time, Terrill.
"Hullo, Terrill!" was his greeting. "Glad to see you."
You'll find Rovsky one o.f the most delightful fellows in
"Same to you, Bowen," Ted replied, almost off-handedly.
the club. Now, good-by, both of you, for a little while."
These two had never seen each other before, but their
Bowen walked away, leaving the Am~rican boy and his
introduction had been arranged over the telephone.
destined prey together.
"Come in, and I'll post you up fo~· a guest," proposed the
Englishman.
CHAPTER III.
Ted was led to the clerk's desk and introduced.
THE YELLOW PERIL IN THE WOOD-PILE.
"And now we'll put you up for membership, old man,"
"Delightful place, this Japan," murmured Rovsky to
proposed Bowen. "I'll propose you, and I'll find a good our hero.
man to second your nomination, for I want you to be in this
"Oh, it's all right for a cute little show country," asclub. Come along, old chap, while I find a seconder for sented Ted, carelesl!ly.
,
·
you."
"What! You have not fallen in love with the people i'"
Arm-in-arm, Ted and the Englishmatl passed through cried the Russian.
some of the rooms of the clubhouse. 1
"Not especially," lied Ted.
In a smoking-room were several of the members, some of
"I am astonished beyond words," murmured the Russian,
them playing cards.
raising his eyebrows. "Most newcomers here rave over
But one of them sat alone, seemingly absorbed in a the wonderfulness of the Japanese."
French newspaper.
"Oh, I've got nothing against the people,'' said -Ted,
"I say, Rovsky, old man," shot out Bowen, suddenly, half grumblingly. "The people are all right, I guess, and
halting our hero before this member, "I want you to so is the country. But I like my own people the best-the
know my good friend, young Terrill, of Manila."
white men. In the war between Japan and Russia all my
Thrusting his newspaper behind him in his chair, I van sympathies were with Russia."
'
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That was a whopper, but Ted felt that, under the cir"You had b~lSiness at Manila?"
cumstances, his conscience could stand it.
"My father had. But he and l had a row, and so I quit
"What is :your grievance against Japan, may I ask?" him. He's a hard, crabbed old fellow. (Teel groaned, inwardly, as he uttered this lie about his only living parent).
queried Rovsky, looking curiously at the American.
"Well, in the first place, I don't like the. people yery Do y.ou Jmow," the boy went on, laughing lightly, "somewell. They make me think of a lot o'f stuck-up little ban- times I feel as if I'd really enjoy doing something truly
1
tams. But my worst grouch, I suppose, is that I can't seem disgraceful, just to get even. with the old man!"
to make a win-out in this country."
Again the Russian eyed the boy curiously.
"Ah, you came here to go into business?" asked the Rus"You're thinking that I'm a little beast, a, savage,"
sian, regarding our hero, attentively.
grumbled the boy.
"I came to try to."
"Oh, no," smiled the Russian. "But I am interested.
"And you can find nothing?"
I
have
met many other young men who hated the world at
1
"So far I haven't been able to find even a look-in. your age."
M. Rovsky, since you are to second me for membership-in
"Did they grow to like the world later on?" Ted questhis club," Ted went on, with what he meant to have look tioned.
"Some 0£ them did-the smarter ones."
like engaging frankness, "I may as well tell you the truth.
"I hope I shall be one. 0£ the smarter ones," sighed 'l'ed.
rrhe money that I shall spend to enter this club will be
about the last few doliars that I have left in the world." "It would take something like a big success to.make me care
"Then, why do you join, Mr. Terrill? Why spend :the much £or this n1sty old .world 0£ ours."
"It is a queer world," admitted the Russian, thoughtmoney?"
"It seems to be my only hope."
fully. "Nowadays, it almost seems as i£ one could not
"Of what?"
·
succeed unless he did something that jaITed a keen con" Well, l\f. Rovsky, I am in hopes that here at the club science."
"I'm afraid again that you'll think me a beast," grimaced ·
I shall become acquainted with foreigners who may be
able to put me in the way of something to keep body and Ted. "I don't want you to get the impression, M. Rovsky,
soul together. I came here to Japan-I don't mind saying that I'd betray a friend or kill a fellow-passenger £or the
ii-with every hope of making my fortune here. Now, I sake of getting at his pocketbook. But I'm speaking the
shall be satisfied to do well enough to keep alive while I'm truth w1Jen I say that I wouldn't be over-particular as to
saving the money to buy my ticket to some other country." 'how I made my success. Isn't that a bad frame of mind
"What other country?" asked the Russian, softly.
to be in?"
"Hanged if I care much. Only it must be some other
M. Rovsky's eyes were more than half closed, but our
hero was well aware that those eyes were watching the
country than Japan!" exploded Ted Terrill.
Rov:.;ky laid a hand over one of the boy's.
American's face rather closely.
"l\Iy young friend, don't get · downhearted so soon. I
"A bad frame 0£ mind?" repeated the Rhssian. "Oh,
have known others to come to Japan, and to feel that way I'm not sure. It would all depend on where such a frame
at first. But something will surely turn up. I may be of mind left you."
able to help you to it myself."
A meaningless "game of talk" this might seem, but Ted
"OhJ if you only could!" breathed the boy, looking eag- was cleverly and artfully trying to lead the Russian to ldok
upon him as a young man who could be bought to do queserly at his new acquaintance.
" \~ery likely I can. Terrill, I am hungry. If you are tionable things for the hope of gain.
at all of the same mind, suppose we sample one of the club's
The Russian, if his plans were not yet fully made,
hmches ?"
might be betrayed into trusting Ted Terrill through the
Ted murmured his thanks.
hope of being able to use him.
If the Russian wanted, £or instance, to engage some one
The Russian, rising, led the way to one of the small,
· I to carry important paper~ out of Japan, he might be inprivate Clining~rooms on the floor a~ove.
It was an excellent meal, cooked m the European style. , duced to look upon our hero as a messenger who could be
Ted dicl full justice to the food while listening to his com- trusted in such work i£ the reward were high enough.
The meal had been removed, and Rovsky was lingering
panion, who seemed to be unusually well informed on matters connected with all parts of the world.
over a cigar, our hero ~aving declined to smoke.
"You have traveled much," sighed Ted. "I have often
"Perhaps," laughed the Russian, lightly, as if it were
wanted to see more 0£ the world. Your O\~P. country, a joke, "one of these days I may be able to do something
Russia, is one of the cQuntries that I have wanted much to to help you on. I am, at heart, something of a pirate
sec." •
myself."
·'But you have traveled, too, Terrill, for you ate far
"If you can," cried Ted, with pretended earnestness,
from the States."
'
leaning forward and resting one of his hands in Rovsky's,
"I h:we been only t0 Manila before coming here," Ted "please don't forget me! The way I £eel now, when I'm
informed him.
so down on my luck, I'd do simply anything to get on in
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the world. To -have a roof securely over my llead ! To have
better clothes, more fooa to eat, to have money in the bank!
In other words to feel that I had some real object in
living I"
Terrill was an admirable actor.
The Russian looked at him, half laughing, but taking
in the boy's evident desperation.
"Have good cheer, my young friend," Rovsky cried
lightly. "Even yet you and I may walk the deck of a
pirate ship."
"Pirates are gone by- a thing of the past!" sighed Ted,
as if he regretted it. "But there are still, I suppose, some
good things left in the world for those who are desperate
enough to fight for _them."
"Beyond a doubt," agreed the Russian.
The Japanese waiter who had served their meal now en,
tered with a card.
Rovsky glanced at it in annoyance, and looked as if he
were about to deny himself to his caller.
But just then that caller pushed his way in at the d~r,
and the waiter was discreet enough to go out and close
the door behind him.
Ted's back was toward the door as the visitor entered.
But he heard the Russian's greeting :
"Ah, my good friend, you come just too late to give us
the pleasure of your company at table. Terrill, shake hands
with a good fellow, who is a J apanese. Mr. Ma tu Sato, of
the Japanese-Navy Department, I believe, is it not, Sato?"
"Sato of the Navy Department ? Then this must be
the traitor through whom Rovsky schemes to get the J apanese naval plans!" throbbed Teel Terrill.
Our hero steeled himself to hide his astonishment.
Under pretense of turning slowly, the young American
got the best grip he could on his face and hi s feelings.
Then he rose and turned, extending his hand swiftly in
greeting.
"Mr. Sato, I am honored by this meeting!"
But Ted's hand never reached the other's.
H e drew back, in some astonishment, as <lid the ~n<l i 
vidual whom Rovsky had named as Sato.
T ed and tl1e Oriental, who appeared to be about thirty
years of age, stood looking at each other curiously, as if
measuring each other np for the :fight.
Sato's eyes glinted dangerously.
Te<l was busy trying to drive every Lil of tell -Lale exprcs.
sion out of his face.
"Oh, you must pardon me," gasped Ted, at last. "It
was a resemblance, Mr. Sato, that wholly deceived me f01·
the instant."
"You "mistook me. for some one else?" queried the J apanese, thickly.
"Yes, I admit that I did."
"For whom?" insisted Sato.
"I thought at first glance, though now I see I was mistaken, that you were a person I had seen once in Manila."
"He was a Japanese?" asked the Oriental, quickly.
· "No; a Chinaman."
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"His name?"
?Sato fairly hissed tihis question.
I van Rovsky looked on in all but bewildered amazement.
"His name ?" repeated Ted . " I -I am afraid I have
forgotten it for the moment."
"Think !"
"I cannot remember it, Mr. Sato."
"Think!"
"It is useless," spoke Teel, as coolly as he could. " T he
name has gone from me."
"Was it--"
Sato leaned forward, pausing as if prompting the American.
"I can't think of the n ame, I tell you."
"Would you know the name of that Chinaman if you
heard it now?"
"I might."
"Was it-Kong Tow ?"
Ted saw that there was no use in pretending stupidity
any longer.
"That was the name!" he clicked.
Nor had any name been more despised in Manila a few
months before.
Kong Tow was an under-sized, clever, rascally Chinaman
who had done his best to stir up rebellion among the native
Filipinos.
Kong ha.d been arrested, after he had raised among the
natives some forty thousand dollars with which to buy arms
to start a rebellion against the United States.
Caught and arrested, Kong would have served many a
year in prison, but he had mysteriously escaped.
Here he had shown up again in Japan, this time pretending to be a native Japanese.
So far had Kong Tow deceived the governmen( officers
that now he was a trusted employee at the Navy Department.
And he was also M. Rovsky's ally, spy or tool.
Most likely it was upon Kong Tow, nI ias ~fa tu Sato, that
Rovsky relied for th e safe Rtealing of tlw plan s.
Had it not been that Ted had put in a clay at the trial
of Kong Tow at M~ila, he would not have known this
transformed Chinaman now.
.But now there coulcl not be the shad ow of a rlonbt.
The fal se C'hinaman himself Jiacl rlarin gly procliamed
Iris own true> icle>ntity.
" What liltl e comedy is lh is be>ing played before my
eyes ?" cried Rovsky,. jeeringly.
"I admit that I don't und erstan cl i l," 'T'e<l replied, choking down a lump in hi s throat. "Pe>rhaps Mr. Sato will
make his very remarkable words clear."
The bad Chinaman turned to Rovsky with :
"I can no longer hope to conceal my history, for this
American will betray me. I am not a Japanese, but a
Chinaman, a fugitive from Manila. This American will
betray me, and I shall be. sent back there-to prison."
"You do me an injustice!" cried Ted, shrugging his
shoulders. "Kong Tow, Sato, or whatever your name is,
0
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your affairs are no concern of mine. I have no reason to
wi sh you any harm. I have all the more reason to wish
you wen, if you are a friend of M. Rovs!Cy."
I
"You lie !" hissed the detected Chinaman.
He was small of stature, with his queue shaved off and a
h\.1Shy head of black hair in its place. His color was more
that of the Japanese than of the Chinaman. Altogether,
Kong Tow made a very presentable J ap.
"M:. Rovsky," smiled the American boy, showing his
teeth_, "if this man were not _your friend he would stand a
very good chance of being badly thrashed."
But Kong Tow stood glaring with open suspicion at our
hero.
Suddenly the Chinaman's hand reached inside his vest.
Then there was a flash of steel as Kong Tow leaped forward with such force as to hurl Ted Terrill to the floor.
CHAPTER IV.
THE BEST SPY SYSTEM IN THE WORLD.

M. Rovsky seemed to have been taken as much by surprise
as had been Ted Terrill.
But now the· Russian bent over, ~narling:
"Sato, if you strike that knife ip. I 'll brain you! You
know whether I mean it!"
·
IC :;,,
One of Kong Tow's hands griplled prostrate Ted at the
throat.
His other hand held the point of the knife close to that
same throat.
Ted hardly dared to struggle, for this wild Chinaman
could have finished him in an instant.
"You know how much I have at stake, Rovsky !"growled
the pretended J ap._
"You have, but I have more," Rovsky warned him.
"Rovsky," growled the Chinaman, "you are more and
more of a fool. Now, this American, if we let him go, could
hang us both!"
Both these plotters spoke English well.
Nearly all of these spies that serve the great nations of
the world are men of education as well as of wide experience.
Most of the spies, in fact, are educated men who have
failed in other lines, and who have at last come to find
profit, if not honor, in betraying the secrets of one "country to another government.
. Men who travel always in the dread of -the halter,
they have need to be brave. They can be desperate at a,
pinch, since they always travel with their lives in their
hands.
"Don't dare to strike-yet-Sato," warned the Russian,
still us.ing the Japanese name of the scound'rel. '"Wait!
We may have a u15eful man here, instead of an enemy!"
"You get me, you two!" grumbled Ted. "What do you
think I am? A commissioner for all the governments of
the earth? Rovsky, _is this the piracy you promised me?
If it is, I'm ready for it. But I ought to have a fair show.
Let me on my feet, with a knife also. Or else Bull off this
yellow terrier and draw his teeth!"

\

Ted spoke banteringly, lightly, is if he were not afraid.
In fact, he began to have high ~1opes that the Russian
would see fit to rescue him from this very lively specimen
of "the yellow peril."
"Terrill," half growled the Russian, "listen to me."
"Just gamble that I'm listening," begged Ted, cheerfully.
"You realize now that Sato and I are engaged in something desperate?"
"It looks to me more like a cinch," mimicked Ted, "if
you're talking about this attack on me."
'!..But I'm not!"
"Then go ahead and explain."
"You seem to know Sato's-Kong Tow's-record in
Manila."
"Yes ; if thi s is really Kong Tow."
"Then you are smart enough to guess that he and I &re
playing the double game between governments."
"Any money in it?" demanded Ted, eagerly.
"Why do you ask that?"
"Because, Rovsky," declared the American boy, "I am
hoping that, if there is, you'll look upon m~ with favor as
a candidate for your crowd. I'll keep my mouth shut just
for the sake of my life. If there's any money in it I'll
join you in the game and play it straight through to any
limit. But, first of all, keel-haul this Japanese-Chinaman
off me. He sits heavily on my chest. And I know KongTow~~fatu-Sato must be a good fellow at heart, once you get
to know him."
I van Rovsky turned suddenly toward the door, rising as
he went.
He turned the key, dropped the key in his pocket, then
came back to. the pair on the floor.
Resting a hand on the Chinaman's shoulder, the Russian commanded:
"Let him up, Sato. He can't get away, anyway. We
can talk better when we sit as fri ends around the table."
"You are a fool, Rovsky," growled the Chinese spy.
"At least," muttered the Russian, in a curious voice,
" you must be aware that I command. Put up your knife
and let the American get on his feet once more."
'As the Chinaman obeyed, though with the plainest relu atance, Ted hopped up, brushed some of the dust from his
elothing, and looked in turn at the t wo men, grinning understandingly.
"Rovsky," whisperrd the boy, "I'm beginning to hope
that that pirate ship of ours is coming in earli er than you
'had given me any reason to expect."
"Sit down at the table with us," growled the Russian.
Ted walked to the chair indicated and occupied it.
Rovsky and Kong Tow seated themselves on either side
of him.
"Remember," growled the Chinese spy, "that I'm still
holding the knife-on my knee."
"Oh_. forget it!" retorted Ted, contemptuously. "Keep
still and let us hear what our good-natured Russian has to
say."
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"Have you ever been in the employ of the American gov- 1Ted smiled, lightly. "Now, to be perfectly honest with you,
ernment ?" demanded Rovsky, looking straight into the Rovsky, I'm not wholly without experience."
young American's eyes.
"What kind of experience?" asked the Russian, quick!y.
"No; my dad is, that's all."
"Well, I've.had just one throw at the game of being a spy
"In the police department?"
against a government."
"No; my dad is a school teacher at Manila. And he and
Rovsky started slightly, but tried to conceal the fact.
I are on the outs now."
"Go on, Terrill, but no boasting, mind you."
"Is all your dislike for Japan the mere mouthings o.f
"Oh, there was nothing to boast about," laughed Ted,
a busybody?" demanded Rovsky, the danger lights playing carelessly.
in h.is eyes.
He paused, in order to think out swiftly what kind of a
"Oh, the dickens with Japan, or any other country. I'm yarn he should tell to these two men who were eyeing him
out for Ted Terrill, and nothing else. I can understand so closely.
now, Rovsky, that you and this-Mr. Sato-are out on
"Do you remember the last revolution in Venezuela,
some kind of a game together. I don't know whether you're against President Castro?" our hero asked.
working for Russia, or China, England or the Congo Free
"No."
State, and I don't care a hang, either. 1£ there's anything
"Well, it wasn't so much of a revolution, since it didn't
in it that I can do for money, let me into it and I'll go win. But at that time the revolutionists in one of t he
through to the encl with all the nerve of a fellow who States of Venezuela wanted to get some money and papers
doesn't care for life much, anyway. 1£ you don't want out of the country, to New York. " The papers were lists
rue in this scheme of yours, _why, then, I'd just a little of the arms and ammunition that they wanted for :fighting
rather that you let me out without cutting me to bits, for Castro. The money was to pay for the supplies. I was
I've got a notion, Rovsky, that you may be able to serve down there in Venez'uela::·J I had been working on a steamer,
me in some way. For that 'l'eason, if for no other.• you can and had deserted. It isn't necessary to tell you how I got
depend upon me to keep my mouth shut."
acquainted w.ith some. of the revolutionists in that State.
"Talk, and cheap talk at that," sneered Kong Tow.
But they had to have' s'if!Ae messenger to send up to New
"Now, what have you got against me?" demanded Ted, York with the orders and the money.
coolly, as he turned a smiling face toward the suspicious
"It looked like an easy job, and I jumped when it was
Chinese spy.
offered to me. It would have been easy enough, for an
"This American will betray us," glared Kong. "The American wasn't likely to be suspected'. But some traitor
Americans love neither the Chinese nor ,the Russians. in the camp gave me away. Three times I fell into the
Every American is, at heart, the strong friend of Japan." hands of Castro's soldiers. Each time, however, I had just .
Ted laughed softly, as if this were the best way to deny enough warning to be able to hide the papers and the money.
,the charge of any especial friendliness toward the Japanese. I came near being shot on general principles. But-- "
"Rovsky," murmured the American boy, jestingly, "I
"Well? Go on!"
had some hope, a moment ago, that you were going to turn
"I got to New York all right with the papers and the
out a sincere pirate. Now, I am inclined to believe that, money."
i{ you listen too much to this Chinaman you will wind up
"What happened then?" demanded Rovsky.
lly being an old woman instead of a bold spirit such as I
"The Venezuelan I turned the money over to forgot his
took you for."
obligations to his comrades down in his native country. He
"Kong," whispered the Russian, "you are making us skipped to Europe with the money. But that was no conboth look very silly indeed."
cern of mine. I got the money and the papers as far as
The Chinaman snorted impatiently.
I was paid to do."
"Let me sound our young friend," the Russian went on.
"It was a mission of danger," said Rovsky, slowly.
"I am not often deceived. Terrill, just how clever do you
"It never happened," jeered Kong Tow.
think you are?"
But Ted turned to him• with a cool, amused smile.
Our hero lQoked straight into the Russian's eyes, as if
"My Chinese friend, you anc1 I might have trouble if I
trying to impress with his frankness.
were ~s quarrelsome as you seem to be."
"Rovsky, I don't really know just how clever I could be.
"Let him alone, Kong," ordered Rovsky. " I begin to
I've never ·had a chance to find out. But, like all young think that our young American is all right. If he is, he
fellows, I suppose I imagine I could perform wonders if a would be useful to us-perhaps."
kind fate threw the chance my way."
"He is a boaster and a fool," snarled the Chinaman.
"You are not lacking in courage."
Ted glanced down in time to see the point of the China" Thank you."
man's knife steali~g slowly toward his waist-line.
"If you had been, you would have weakened when Kong
In a jiffy the young American leaped to his feet, darting
seemed on the point of stopping your breathing with his back to the wall.
piece of steel."
"Rovsk31," he hissed, "if anything ever makes me turn on
"Oh, I suppose I was born with a fair share of nerve,". y0n it will be the antics of thi8 wild Chinaman!"
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"Stop_, you fool!" ordered the Russian, sternly, seizing
Kong by the shoulder and drawing him back. "Don't you
realize the young man could shout out now if he wanted
to betray us? He could summon help and then what would
intr'uders find? Why, that I, who am known to be a Russian, am closeted with a man supposed to be a Japane·se,
~mc1 an attacbe at the Naval Department. Would yon ruin
everything, Kong?"
"You've got some sense," nodded 'l'ed. "But this Chinaman is so wild that he'd stJoil any good game. Can't even
a Ohinamari. realize that, if I wanted to betray you, all. I
have to do now is to let out a yell for help?"
"Of ~ourse," agreed the Russian, anger in his voice.
"Kong, you're well enough in your ·place, and clever, but
rnmember that I am in charge of this work. You arc to
follow orders. Give me that knife of yours."
But the Chinaman, as the Russian advanced toward him,
drew back, thrusting the weapon behind his back.
"Well, keep it, then," growled Rovsky, "but keep it o-qt
of sight."
Then, as the Chinaman replaced the knife in its hiding
place under his vest, the Russian 'went on:
"Now, you two sliake hands and act like sensible human
~ a f ,ne
beings."
Ere long they were seated again around the table, the
Russian and the yellow man smoking.
"Terrill," announced Rovsky, while Kong Tow scowled,
"I'm going to trust you as I believe you ought to be trusted
in any adventurous work. Don't have too much of a grudge
against Kong, though. He is working ha'rc1 for our cause,
as he sees it. Now, I'm not going to tell you much about
our plans as yet, my boy, fot it wouldn't do any good. It'll
be about ten clays yet before we can do anything. Since
you're going to join this club, why, just stay around here
and pretend to be enjoying yourself and nothing else.
You'll be here, then, whenever I need to talk business to
you. Here is the money that it will cost you to join the
club, and here's some more to spend while you're waiting
crders. Is that satisfactory?"
Clink! clink! clink! Little Japanese ten-dollar gold
pieces, of the size and value of ours of five dollars, were being counted on the table.
· "How generous you are!" murmured Ted, in pretended
gratitude, as he swept the money i'hto his pocket.
"You think so?" smiled the Russian. ''You'll know
more about real gratitude when our task is done and the
real reward comes in!"
The Russian's tone was so friendly and trustful that Ted
felt very close to being ashamed of the part that he was
playing in the undoing of this cordial Russian.
But young Terrill did not know the wily friendliness of
the Russian spy abroad-the spy who betrays and ruins
without a twinge of conscience.
"Now we will shake hands on our alliance!" ·cried
Rovsky, offering his hand.
They clasped and shook.

Then, with a pretence of friendliness W<lil\thy of the Russian himself, Ted turned to the Chinaman.
"Kong, I'll shake hands even with you, and have a better
opinion of you, if you'll keep your knife out of sight in the
future."
The Chinaman laughed in an almost growling fashion as
he extended his yellow, claw-like hand.
"I'm glad to see you two friend s," nodded Rovsky, beamingly. "I may have to .depend upon you two most of all."
"Let me whisper in your ear," begged Kong, rising.
He and the Russian talked in whisper , in a corner of
the room, for some minutes, Ted pretending that he was
not in tb e least interested.
"Do not be in too much of a hurry," our hero heard the
Ru ssian advise, shaking his head as he turned away from
the Chinaman.
"I go now," wound up Kong Tow.
But the yellow man came back, first of all, to shake hands
with our hero .
"We shall understand each other better? after this,"
nodded Ted, smilingly.
Then he and Rovsky had the room to themselves again.
For some moments our hero looked rather fixedly at the
Russian. Then he broke forth :
"My friend, I'm not going to ask what you're up to,
but when you need me I believe you will find me a young
mnn of speed ancl courage."
'"'I am sure of it," came the seemingly cordial answer.
"Are you going to need me this afternoon?"
"Not at all," replied Rovsky.
"Then I'm going out a. little while. There are a few
things I've wanted for some days. Now that I have the
money, thanks to you, I might as well get them."
"Go ahead, my dear young friend."
Just beyond the gate of the club grounds there were
several jiilrikishas for hire.
Ted chose one pf these, giving the address of a little
shop not far off.
Here he hastily purchased an article and left, going to a
second shop.
Here, also, after a little, he made a purchase.
"If Rovsky had any one follow me to see whether I was
acting on the square, I guess the watcher is satisfied by this
time," muttered the boy.
Therein he made a mistake. For closely watching its
suspects the Russian spy system is undoubtedly the best in
the world.
But Ted gave a third address, that of a bazaar in which
were many shops and also an up-to-date telephone office.
Arrived her!l, Ted took out a memornadum book, as if
looking for an address.
Then, without hesitation, he stepped into one of the telephone booths.
He rang up central, saying:
"Give me---"
Then he repeated the private telephone number of Count

•
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Kato, known only to a few at the head central office at
Tokio.
The syllables of the number had ha.rely left his lips
when Ted was struck a stunning blow from behind.
Then he was dragged out of the booth by a young man
who looked every inch a Japanese.
·
But that you ng man was Kong Tow.
" My :friend has been ill all day. I lost sight of him,
but now I will take him home," explained Kong, to four
or five Japanese who ran up. .
· Lifting our hero easily, Kong carried him out to the
street.
Here he slid the American boy down to his feet, sustaining him with an arm around his waist.
The passing J apanese, never over-curious, paid no heed
as Kong raised his hand to summon a solitary carriage,
drawn by horses, that stood not far off.
The driver of this carriage was in Kong's own pay.
CHAPTER V.
'.A OHINAMAN'.S WAY OF DOING THINGS.

opened his

"But', confound you," roared Ted, "I haven't even got
one to keep."
l'
The Oriental flashed a swift look at the boy before he observed:
.
"If you do not know Count Kato, then I am afraid it
will be so much the worse for you. We brought you here
instead of taking you to a prison, because we believedwell, because we believed tha.t you knew the count."
"Then I've got to go to prison because I don't ha.ppen
to ha Ye the pl easnre of knowing the 'count? Is that it?"
" Oh , pi rlrn ps not."
Again the Oriental laughed.
"See here," deman ded Terrill, "how long have I got to
lie here, hi tched np in this fashion?"
"Until .I receive orders what to do with you."
"How long will that t ake?"
"I don' t know."
"It may be for hours, eh?"
"Oh, yes, maybe."
•
"I see an American newspaper on that table over there.
May I have it to look at, to p!!ss the time away?" · •
The Oriental moved toward the little bamboo table, then
hesitated.
"It would ' do you no good. You could not hold the
paper."
"I can, if you'll free .one of my hands," hinted Ted.
"That I cannot do."
"Just one hand?" pleaded the boy.
"Against my orders."
"Were your orders to' kill me with dullness?" reproached
the boy. "All I want is one hand free, so that I can read
the paper. My other band and both my feet will be tied,
so that I couldn't make a move to get away without being
caught at it."
.
After a little more coaxing, Ted did succeed in gettinc:
his jailer to free one hand, the left.
.
"

He

voice,

as

to

eyes.
His senses returning slowly, Terrill experienced a decided start when he realized that he was lying on a woven
bamboo couch, with his hands tied to the frame of the
couch on either side.
His next discovery was that his feet were tied to the
foot of the couch.
Then Teel looked up.
A smiling Oriental face looked down into his.
"You have had a misfortune," smiled the Oriental.
" I should say so!" uttered Ted, grimly.
had not a doubt that he had been outwitted by the
Russian's superior spy service.
· " If they've got me in here and tied up it's my finish!"
throbbed the young American, desperately.
"Maybe you wonder what has happened," hinted the
Oriental.
"If you were in my :fix wouldn't you wonder?" Ted retorted.
" Maybe, but it is all right."
Again the Oriental smiled gently.
But Ted had been in the Orient long enough to know
that these strange people of the East can be gentlest when
they mean to set fire to your house.
The Oriental who sat on the edge of the cot looked like
,
a J apanese._
But so, for that matter, bad Kong Tow, so looks were
·
plainly nothing to go by. •
"Shall I tell. you whar" happened?',' questioned this
stranger .
"Yes, if you care to."
"You were knocked down ·in a telephone booth. By the
agents of a Russian spy, we think. But you were rescued
and brought here. You were t elephoning Count Kato, o_r
some one at his office, eh ?"

"You feel better?" asked

a low

"Who said so?" counter-questioned Ted.
He was too sharp to give all his business away to a
stranger.
"At least,". went on the brqwn-faced stranger, "that was
what we supposed. That was why we rescued you and
brought you here."
"~escued me?" echoed Ted.
"Even so."
"Then what on earth have you got me tied up for?"
"That was because we found you tied. We have no
right
release you until we get the order from Count
Kato or one of his offic.ers."
"What the deuce has Count Kato to do with this b~si
ness ?" Ted asked, trying to make his voice sound only
inquisitive.
"Don't you know?"
"I don't even know who Count 'Kato is. Surely, he is not
the Russian you spoke of?"
Ted tried to look puzzled, but the other only laughed.
"Very well; keep your secret if you want to," remarked
the Oriental.

Ted
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Then the newspaper was placed in that hand.
But Ted could not, even had he tried, have reached that
other tied hand, except with so much effort that his captor
would have caught him at it.
Though Ted pretended to read, it was a long while before
he did actually look hard at the printed matter.
His mind was busy with trying to figure out just what
had happened.
Could it be that he had really been rescued by the police ?
Or, as was much more likely, had he fallen under some
of Rovsky's infernal spy work?
. The more our hero studied the face of his captor, the
more he felt it likely that this fellow was really an :undersized Chinaman.
Whoever the fellow was, ·he was well educ~ted, like Kong
Tow, and spoke very good English indeed.
"If the To,!io police really got me, why should they take
the trouble to tie me up in this fa shion?" wondered the
boy. "No; I can't believe that I am in the hands of any
agent of the police. In that case, they would have taken
me to a police station, or. a hospital, and I wouldn't now
find myself tied up in this way."
· ·"
· But, on the other hand?
''
"If I am in the hands of Kong, or, what is just as bad,
the Russians, then they wouldn't have ~isked , clubbing me
in a public place unless they felt sure that they had me all
to rights. And, if I'm in Russian hands, it must be very
close to day-day with me! Oh, dear, wh!lt a puzzle it all is !
And ' I was fool enough to think that I had a genius for
secret police work!"
Ted sighed, dolefully, although he was careful not to let
his captor, across the room, hear it.
"I've had the conceit all taken out of me to-day, in any
case," he muttered.
His capt~r did not again offer to speak to him, though
from time to time he glanced at the young prisoner to
make sure that he was still secure.
The rooms had, instead pf the usual paper panes of
Japan, the glass windows of a.more western civilization.
These windows were closed tightly. Moreover, they were
heavily curtained.
J;et they did not wholfy s)mt out the daylight.
Ted, looking around while he pretended to read, judged
that the time was somewhere at the latter end of the after>
noon.
In another room a door opened. Some one stepped in,
out there.
Ted's jailer suddenly started to his feet:
Then our hero saw the felow bow low.
That other step was coming nearer.
In the next instant Ted Terrill gave an inward gasp. of
dismay.
He knew the worst at last.
The newcomer, to whom the jailer bowed so low~ was
Kong Tow! '
"Ho, ho, my young .American," leered that clever Chinaman, "I was not so very far wrong in my suspicions, was I?

And now I am to have my own way. · You can hinder nothing but your own length of life!"
CHAPTER VI.
TED FACES DEFEAT .A.ND--WORSE !

Still laughing, the rascally Chinaman came across the
room, halting beside the cot.
He leered down, as he asked :
"You Yankee fool, did you think yourself smart enough
to outwit the sleekest spies in the world?"
But ~d was prepared to face it out as best he could.
"Won't you please talk about something I can understand?" begged the American boy.
"You don't understand what I just said?" jeered the
crafty Chinaman.
"Not a word!"
"What a poor liar you are!"
"See here," exploded the American boy. "For some reason you,.ve taken it into your head to dislike me. Why? I
can't understand it. Now, with Rovsky, it is different.",
"Is it?" laughed the yellow man.
Ted's heart gave a sudden, downward beat. then seemed
to stop going for a moment.
The Chinaman's voice seemed to hint that Rovsky didn't
believe any more in the American than the yellow man did
himself.
"Does Rovsky know that you have me here?" demanded
Ted.
"Maybe."
"Are you going to give me any show to see him?"
"Maybe."
Kong hnned away, as if the conversation were not worth
going further with just now.
Kong lighted a cigarette.
H e smoked three or four of them before he came back
to the side of the cot.
"What a big fool you have been!" remarked the yellow
man.
"Why ?"
"To thiJ'.lk you could fool us. You Yankee simpleton !
Do you not realize that there are two hundr:ed Russian spies
in Tokio?"
"What if there are ?"
"Suppose, Yankee, that you had succeeded in beating
us? What good would it have done you? Every one of
those two hundred spies would have dropped everything
else 1mtil he had evened t he score by killing you."
"But you haven't hinted yet why any Russian should
want to kill me."
Kong laughed, disagreeably.
"Didn't I stand ready to serve the Russians?" demanded
Ted.

"How?" Jeered "]1.ong.
"In any way that I could P'
"Such as going to a telephone and calling for Count
Kato by his private telephone number? Ha ! You start.
Did you suppose that with two hundred of the best spies
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in the world here we did not even know the private telephone number of the chief of the secret police of Tokio?
Yankee, I tell you, you are too much of a simpleton. You
never should have gone into such a game against the Russians! We have men from every nation here in Tokio
who serve us!"
"Do you treat them all the way you did me?" flared
Ted.
Some one else was coming,
Kong turned away.
In another moment I van Rovsky entered the room.
He fl.ashed an amused look at Ted Terrill, then looked
at Kong.
"Oh, Rovsky, I am glad you have come," hailed Ted,
cheerily.
"Yes, people are often glad to see me," smiled the Russian, moving slowly toward the cot.
He eyed the boy so coolly, so unbelievingly, that our hero
realized that his last hope of clearing himself had been
taken from him.
But still he determined to persevere with a bluff.
"Do you, too, believe in this crazy Chinaman's ideas?"
gasped Ted Terrill.
"Oh, 1 believed in them at the time," responded the
Russian, with a smile so cool and calculating that Ted's
blood seemed turning to ice. "Only I did not believe in
having trouble started at the Foreigners' Club, when the
trouble' could just as well happen somewhere else."
"Here, for instance ?" glared Ted.
"Why, this is about as good a place as anywhere in
Tokio. We are not likely to be pried ~pon here."
Ted sighed.
"You all seem to be fools," he muttered, bitterly. "None
of you seem capable of understanding anything."
"We know a.bout as much as we need to, I think," smiled
Rovsky, who seemed incapable of looing his temper, now
that he was on the top of the heap. "When we find that
one who proposes to help us is provided with Count Kato's
private tele:ehone number, we do not feel like asking mtlch
more. My young friend, you were altogether too green to
go into such a ganie against veteran spies like us. You
do not realize how well equipped we are for watching every
one whom we suspect. Really, you must blame Count
Kato for not having posted you better!"
"All of you mention Count Kato," Ted complained.
"Won't. you, now, be good enough to explain who this
count is?"

1.'i

plans for several days yet. Eh? Was that the word you
meant to send him?"
"What's the use of talking with you?" demanded Ted,
bitterly.· "You are prepared not to believe a word that I
say."
"Oh, well, it really doesn't matter," jeered the Russian,
in a voice that sounded almost good-natured. "Kong!"
"Yes," answered the crafty yellow man.
"Did you get the naval plans this afternoon?"
"I have them-here!"
Kong Tow took from his clothing a package of papers.
He glanced at them an instant, then passed them over.
"Everything is here, all right?" demanded the Russian.
"Everything, as I expect my reward for this work!"
"So, then !"
..Rovsky tucked the papers away in an inner pocket, fastened them in with safety pins, .then turned smilingly to
the boy.
"So, my Yankee friend, you thought to binder the Russian government from_getting possession of these Japanese
naval plans? You thought to outwit the whole Russian spy
system here in Tokio. Alas, for you! You're out of luck,
as your countrymen phrase it. In three hours or so myself and these papers ~t1'ill be safe aboard the Russian warship Dimitri Goloskoinin Yokohama Harbor. While youwell, as for you, Kong Tow will tell you about that-will
show you, in fact. Good-by! In the next world, if you
should meet the shades of any of the secret agents of Russia, give them a- wide berth! Again, good-by!"
With a light-hearted laugh, this agent of the Russian
government rose and made bis way calmly to the door.
He closed it behind him, the sound of his footsteps dying
out.
Now Kong Tow turned, upon the boy.
The yellow man's face was set, hard, with the lines of
cruelty that so easily come into the Chinese face.
"Now, you Yankee fool," hissed the Chinese spy, "we
shall show what can be done with you!"
CHAPTER VII.
. A STRENUOUS MOMENT.

It is worse than foolish to hope to coax mercy out of a
Chinaman when his mind is made up to torture or kill.
That much Teel knew from the length of time that he
had lived in the East.
There are hundreds of thousands of Chinese' in the
Philippines.
One who lives there any length of time grows to know
"No," said Rovsky, with a shrug of his shoulders. ·"The the Chinese almost as well as he could from a long resicount's name makes us feel nervous. We will not discuss . dence in China.
' him, nor even mention him any more."
Ted therefore felt almost absolute despair when the
' down, loweringly, at him.
Lighting: a cigarette and seating himself on a bamboo crafty 'Kong looked
stool, the Russian eyed the boy curiously, but in silence,
"I have been thinking what to do with you," observed the
for some moments.
Chinaman. "I have about decided on the slicing. Do
"I suppose," Rovsky remarked, at last, "that you in- you understand what that is?"
tende~ to send word to Count-er, to your superior officerDid he?
that we had
decided
not
to
make
any
attempt
on
the
naval
Ted Terrill's heart almost stopped beating on the instant
l:.
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Calling to his friend in Chinese, Kong then closed in, ,.,
The "slicing" is the most inhuman, t11e most tormenting
form of killing that the Chinese mind, noted for its cruelty, looking for a chance to grapple, even though the boy held
the keen knife--even though Ted Terrill's eyes blazed with
has ever been able toJdevise.
It consists in cutting small strips, or "slices," of the vie- a wicked light that had never shone there before.
Yet, in all his rage, the boy could not tolerate the idea
.
. tim'.s flesh away from his body.
These "slices" are usually very small, bnt the torment if' of fighting with a knife.
as great as if the "slices" were larger.
That was t6o un-American !
1
Tossing the blade behind him he b:eard it fall back on the
In time, of course, the victim bleeds to death.
Yet one who administers the "slicing" carefully and cot.
Now, with a grunt, Kong leaped at him
thoughtfully can make the victim's torment last for hours
Ted landed out with his fists.
before death comes mercifully in to end the torture.
But that was only a feint.
"You have seen my knife before," mocked Kong, taking
Seeing the other Chinaman closing in also, Ted, as he
out his weapon and holding it before the boy's eyes. "You
shall soon know whether it is sharp. While you are waiting, feinted with bis fists, brought up one of his feet, landing
you may be glad to know that it is near you."
with crushing force in Kong's stomach.
"With the mocking essence of utter cruelty, Kong laid
Bump ! Kong was down-and out!
He lay as helpless as a senseless log of wood.
the knife down on the boy's breast.
But the other Chinaman was to be reckoned with now.
"We are not much afraid of noise here," went on Kong.
"Still, it may be better to gag you, for, when a fellow is
In sheer fear he was rushing forward to pnt up a good
being sliced, sometimes his voice grows to be three or four fight.
times as strong as usual. I have known it to be so in
Ted went for him, again feinting with his fists.
China!';
At the instant of striking, just as this yellow fellow
With that Kong turned away, going over to a cupboard dodged, Ted ducked low down, grabbed the enemy around
and ra.nsacking in it.
the legs, and lifted him over his shoulder.
Probably he was after material for a gag.
Just a fleeting instant Ted Terrill held the fellow there,
The other Chin?man, who had been Ted's captor for balanced across his right shoulder.
hours, had gone into the next room.
Then-hurl I Ted dashed the fellow, head-first, against
But now he came back through the open doorway.
the wall.
As he did so 11e uttered a warning yell, then stood on the
It ~as an awful force with which that enemy struck.
threshold, as if undecided whether _to leap forward or to
He landed on the floor in a senseless heap.
flee.
But Ted did not wait to look.
It will be remembered that one of Ted Terrill's hands, the
Rushing through into the other room, be made for the
door.
left, had been freed in order that he might read.
Just before Kong had first come in Ted had wedged the
It was locked, but Ted Terrill was full of the strength
newspaper down between the cot and the wall.
of desperation.
At the same time he had rested that left hand down by
Hurling his shoulders against the door, he cracked it.
his side.
A second, savage, determined assault broke the door so
Hence, 11either Kong nor Rovsky had noticed that the that J1e could pull it open.
captive American had one hand free.
H,e was in a corridor, at the head of a :flight of stairs an
Possibly the other Chinaman, who now stood rooted to the instant later.
thresJ10ld, had forgotten the fact.
Down the stairs he hastened, to the open street door.
But Ted Terrill, with that sharp knife resting on his
Then out in the street he landed.
chest, ancl one hand free, had speedily released the other.
One glimpse around him told him that he was in a
He had freed one foot, too, just at that· instant when Chinese quarter of Tokio.
Kong's yellow friend discovered what was up.
) He soon came to a corner, from which he knew hi s way.
'T'ed, when caught at it, was just about to slash the cords
He was once more in a Japanese part.of the city.
lashed around the other ankle.
"R.ovsky boasted that he was on the way to Yokohama.
With a cry of rage, Kong wheeled, rushing over to the Then he must go to the railway station. I'll overhaul him
cot.
there," determined the boy. "Get away with those naval
But Ted, knowing how helpless he was when tied at all, · plans he shall not!"
coolly, deliberately used that other instant for freeing the
Ted hurried briskly along on foot for the very good
imprisoned foot.
'
reason that there was no jinrikisha in sight.
Now, with a roar, he leaped to his feet, just in time to
As soon as he came across one of those queer, but handy
shove Kong Tow back.
little street wagons of Japan, he meant to spring into. it
. "Now you won't last a minute-you two yellow heathen!" and order the coollie to make the best possible speed to the
challenged Ted Terrill.
·
railway station.
Bl1t Kong was wholly game.
For the present, he turned the first corners- that he came
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"Do not think of it again, I beg you," went on Rovsky.
to on the most direct way to the main railway station of
"Then you excuse me ?"
Tokio.
"Readily."
the
received
he
along,
And suddenly, while so hurrying
"Thank you, and good-afternoon."
greatest kind of a shock.
"Au revoir, my friend."
As he passed one corner and looked down a side street his
The stranger came on, hurrying past the doorway that
glance fell upon Ivan Rovsky.
Ted was so surprised, for a :few seconds, that he had to sheltered our hero.
He did not look in that way and so did not see our hero.
look again.
In just an insf ant Ted Terrill was on the trail again.
"Thunder, yes, that's Ivan Rovsky, the Russian spy!"
Around another corner they went, into a pretty Japanese
he throbbed. "But the fellow is not headed toward the
railway station. What does it mean? What's up? Well, street.
And· now Ted Terrill fairly throbbed with joy.
there's just one .way to settle that. I'll follow him and turn,
"Oh, glory!" he thrilled. "It's all right now!"
him over to the :first Japanese policeman that we may
Ahead, down this street, sauntering toward the Russian
meet!"
and the American, were three little Japanese policemen in
their natty uniforms.
CHAPTER VIII.
They were laughing and chatting, these three policemen,
"SIGNED YOUR. OWN DEATH WARRAN'l' !"
as i£ off duty:
It was yet some time before dark.
Now Ted dicl not hesitate to close up the gap between
Never before in his li:fe had Ted Terrill done a real,
Rovsky and himself.
serious job o:f shadowing.
What did it matter i£ the wily Russian did di scover the
Now he must do it, and do it well.
Worst o:f all, in these quiet cross streets there were :few American boy in his traoks ?
These policemen could attend to the rest.
people astir.
Ted knew that well enough.
They were all Japanese, however, and, :from his glimpses
The Japanese policemen are among the best athletes of
0£ them, Ted :feared that none of them understood English.
"I can't fumble, by calling upon any old passer-by to the world.
At running, fl g!iting, grappling, they are qnick and read y.
help me," gritted the boy. "I've fumbled enough already.
Rovsky, hearing the rapid steps behin d him, did turn
Now I'll :feel eternally disgraced if Rovsky gets away from
me-with those naval plans! Oh, dear, when you really just as the J apanese policemen and a few citi zens of the
want a policeman it's as hard to :find one here as it is in Empire neared the scene.
Swift as a fl.ash the Russian turned, saw Ted, and underthe United States."
stood.
did
now
policemen
o:f
scarcity
the
The real reason for
"If any 0£ you .policemen speak English, listen!" shouled
not at once occur to young Terrill.
The Japanese are such a law-loving people, with so much Terrill, swiftly. "That man is a Ru ssian spy ! H e has t he
respect £or order, that their policemen have usually an easy plans of your naval office in his pocket, taking th em 1.o
Yokohama. Seize him! I will prove ~vhai I say !"
time, except when :foreigners start trouble.
This was one' o:f the quietest and most orderly sections 0£ · For a moment the three policemen stood sti1l, looking
Tokio-one 0£ the least likely places in which to find one in wonder at the American boy.
Rovsky, himself, plainly did not know wh at to do.
of the little but agile brown policemen.
"You'll :find the naval plans in his inner coat pocket !''
Ahead, down the street, came another white man, dressed
cried Ted.
in Europeall costume.
Flop! Rovsky was on his back in a jiffy, anc1 the papers
Ted scanned him eagerly.
" By some strange chance he might turn out to be some secured.
"You accursed Yankee med dl er! " shrieked t he Russian.
one who would help me handle Rovsky !" fl.ashed through
have signed your own death warrant! "
"You
take
can't
I
it.
chance
can't
1.he boy's mind. "But, no! I
you be ha~ged !" glowed Ted. ''rve fulfilled my
"Oh,
any risk of a fluke th at would give the Russian a chance to
task and have prernnted you from gettin g away wilh t he
slip away from me. A-ab) "
For this white stranger, coming toward them both, had goods ! I don't care a hang about your threatF:, so keep
them to yourself."
collided lightly with• th e Russian.
The Japanese policemen do not carry handcuffs, but, in.
"I beg ten thousand pardons!" Ted heard the, stranger
protest, as our hero dodged in under cover of a convenient stead, a long cord with which they are wonderfully expert
at tying prisoners.
doorway.
While two of the policemen now busied themselves with
"Do not :feel uncomfortable about it, sir," . Ted heard
tying this raging prisoner, th e third brought the packet
Rovsky reply, with an easy laugh.
of papers slowly toward Ted.
"But I was so clumsy to run into you."
"How did you know about this, please?" asked . the po"It was an accident."
liceman, p.olite, even in his excitement.
" Thank you :for saying so."
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" I entered the secret . service under Count Kato this over to my comrade, wl10 will see that they go to the police
morning," Ted whispered. "You'll find that it's all right. station with the prisoner. Come !"
I'll go with you to the police station, and from there you
"A pleasant journey through life for you, Teel Terrill! "
can report to his excellency, the count."
called Rovsky, quiveringly. "Wherevei"you go you will be
The policeman appeared sati sfied, Ted's manner mis both clogged until your life pays for this day's work !"
But T ed was too full of the excitement of the man-hunt
so composed and so positive.
Curiously, the J apanese unwrapped the packet, glancing to pay any heed to the Russian spy.
at the sheets inside.
In another instant Ted had all he could do to keep his
"Why," he murmured, "there's nothing written on these mind on his legs.
pages!"
'
'
For that little J apanese policeman, trained athlete that
he was, was setting a pace in sprinting that called for the
"Nothing writ ten there?" gasped Ted.
best running powers of the longer-legged American.
It was a facer !
Ere they had gone much more than an eighth of a mile,
But the little policeman patiently held the sheets out
I
however, they came upon an empty jinrikisha.
before .our hero's eyes.
The policeman spoke to the coolie rapidly in J apanese.
Truly enough, no writing appeared on those pages.
Then our hero and his new friend piled into the odd little
"Have I been fo oled again?" Ted demanded, disgustedly,
vehicle.
- of himself. "Then why was Rovsky so angry?"
It was an affair made to carry one passenger, but now,
Suddenly a thought fl.ashed into his mind.
squeezing, it was made to accommodate t wo.
with
"Don't let those sheets get away from you," urged TerThe
distance to the Shimbashi station was something
·rill. "They may prove to be written in sympathetic inkmore
than
two miles, but this coollie, traveling always a.t a
a kind of ink that fades almost as soon as the writing is
trot,
had
them
at their destination in less tlrnn twenty
·put on. One of your Japanese chemists may find a way to
minutes.
bring that writing out on the pages, just as a Russian
I
I
Arriving at the station, Ted and the little policeman
chemist would if he had the chance."
raced in together.
"I see," nodded the little brown policeman.
But they found, in a twinkling, that a t rain had left for
Yet, plainly, he was disappointed.
Yokohama some two minutes before.
"Hold on!" vibrated Ted Terrill, tens~ly. "A little way
"Come over here to this man," commanded the policeback there another white man jostled into Rovsky. Wouldn't
man, taking Teel by the arm and leading him to a rather
that have given a. chance to slip the real papers into the
tall Japanese in ordinary E uropean attire".
hands or pocket of a confederate?"
" Describe the man we are looking for," ordered the
"Surely! It may be.!" assented the policeman.
policaman.
"And-blazes! I sn't that way"- pointing-" the way
Ted complied.
to the Shimbashi railway statioB ?"
"It is too bad," cried the tall J apanese, impatiently.
."Assuredly," replied the Japanese officer.
"The man you describe went on that train to Yokohama."
.
I
The Shimbashi is the first railway station out past the
"But you can telegraph and have him arrested, can't
Jnain Tokio. station on the line to Yokohama..
. you?" Teel appealed to the little policeman.
Shimbashi is a suburb of the J apanese capital.
"He ca.n ," replied the policeman, nodding toward the
· · Ted's eyes began to blaze with the determination of the
tall J a.p anese.
·
chase.
" Who is he?"
"See here, my friend," he whispered, as the other two
"An inspector."
policemen helped the hand-tied Russian to his feet,
"A police official ?;,
"Yes. It is his duty to know who a.rrives and goes
" wouldn't it be worth our while-yours and mine-to grab
the first jinrikisha and inalrn fast time to the Shimbashi away by the trains."
station?"
"Then, in heaven's name, ask him to telegraph quick."
" It might be," nodded the little policeman, patiently,
"I will do so," nodded the tall one. "But we need not
and not without interest.
hurry now. It is twenty minutes before there is another
"Will you do it? Will you go with me?'" begged Ted, train for Yokohama. And it will be more than an hour
excitedly. " For, of course, I couldn't make an arrest law- before the other train reaches Yokohama. Come, now, give
fully, while you could. But I could pick that stranger out me a good description, again, of that stranger."
The inspector jotted down notes of Ted's very full deof a crowd of ten thousand men."
"Wait, and then I will go with you," answered the little scription.
officer.
Then the inspector went away.
H e called one of his fellow-policemen to him and they
He was gone some ten minutes, but at last returned.
spoke in whispers, in J apanese.
"It is all right," nodded the inspector to the policeman.
"Come," nodded the policeman who had the blank sheets, "I have heard from headquarters. This American is, as he
"we will go. I will turn these seemingly worthless sheets J says, an agent in the service of Count Kato.
I

I

'
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"Now, listen : You, Policeman Kimawara, will go with
this American to Yokohama. If he points out any man
and orders you to !1frest him, you will do so. You will
help this American in every way that you can."
Then, turning to our hero, the inspector went on:
"I have telegrap:\led to Yokohama, and you and Kimawara are to go on the next train. There you will see if the
police get the right man. And, if not, you will search
Yokohama fo r him."
"I'll go to the dock nearest to the Russian warship,
Dimitri Goloskoi, first of all," Ted retorted.
"Yes, that would be best," admitted the inspector. " At
Yokohama you will find that there will be plenty policemen on hand to help you."
, Then the inspector went away.
During the next ten minu1es that they waited for the
train, Kimawara folded his arllls and stood in one positio~,
as motionless and ·expressionless as a cigar-store Indian.
Ted, who could not keep from pacing up and down the
platform, envied the little Japanese for his calmness.
"But it i~n't his funeral if the Russians all get away,"
muttered Ted. "If I don't stop those naval plans from
falling ,into the wrong hands I shall feel like the prize fool
of the whole United States!"
The train came at last. Ted a~d his companion entered
one of the second-class cars.
They traveled free, on the business of his majesty, the
Mikado, as the inspector took pains to explain to the J apanese conductor.
Then began the long ride. It is some eighteen miles between Tokio and Yokohama, but the fastest train takes
~
more than an hour to make the trip.
There are some dozen stations on the way, and the train
stops at them all.
But, of course, Yokohama, which is the seaport city of
Tokio, was reached at last.
As Ted and Kimawara stepped from the train a Japanese
in European dress steppied toward them under the railway
station lights, for it was now dark.
"Are you Count Kata's American Agent?" whispered
this stranger.
"Yes. Have you arrested the man we telegraphed you
about?"
"We have arrested three of them," replieq. the Yokohama
inspector.
"Three?" chuckled Ted. "You've been doing a big
business, then. Let me see the prisoners !"

" You've got three men," he sighed, disappointedly, "b11t
not one of them is the right one."
The police inspector looked much concerned.
There were but seven Europeans on the train," · he replied. "Three of the others were women, and one a child."
" Then our man got off at some station further up the
line," suggested Kimawara.
'
" Of course,"
Ted replied. "And now, if he intends to
make Yokohama to-night, he is coming in by jinrikisha. "
" I have orders to give you as many policemen as yon
want," observed the inspector.
" We must get over, at once, to the dock nearest to the
Russian warship," Ted declared. "And I suppose you will
release these prisoners."
"At once if you· so direct it," replied the inspector, with
a bow.
" Why, of course," retorted Ted. "May I speak to
them?"
"Certainly."
All three of the prisoners appeared to be either English
or Americans.
They had been eyeing our hero in no particularly pleasant way, as if they blamed him for their temporary trouble.
"It was too bad that you were given all this trouble,"
smiled Ted, going over to them. "But the police were after
a man, a white man, and they couldn't take any chance of
letting him get away."
"Oh, the police were polite enough, and we haven't had
a rough time," laughed one of the prisoners. "But who's
-really wanted, and what for?"
Ted shook his head, smiling.
"And how happen the Japanese police to be taking
orders from you ?" questioned another of the trio.
"They don't," Terrill explained, glibly. " But I happen
to know the man they're after. You're not under arrest
any longer. Good-night, gentlemen !"
Ted hustled outside.
Here Kimawara and four other policemen awaited him,
as well as six jinrikishas.
" Tell them to take us to th~ dock nearest to the Russian
ship," our hero requested, and Kimawara gave t he order in
J apanese.
It was barely a five minutes' ride to the dock.
At Yokohama none of the ships tie up at a dock, but
anchor in the bay. •
After dark a police regulation requires that a boat from
any ship may land only at the nearest dock.
H ence the watching the Russian ship promised to be an
CHAPTER IX.
easy affair.
Swift time was made over to the dock.
THE DARK DEED ON YOKOHAMA BAY.
"Come, then!"
Arriving there, however, the police party found no one
This Yokohama inspector led the way to a room at the on the dock, nor any small boat alongside.
far end of the railway station.
Out in the bay, a quarter of a mile from shore, the
cruiser Dimitri Goloskoi .twinkled where that ship rode at
Outside the door a policeman stood on guard.
Inside the room were two more little brown policemen, anchor.
It was the first Russian naval vessel that had visited
with the three prisoners.
T ed took a quick look over them all.
Japanese waters since the ending of the war.
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It is doubtful if il "·ould ha rn been there now had it not
\
been on peculiar business.
Out on the cruiser all was quiet, though, as the big craft
smmg around, her lights shone on a small boat tied to a
. s1ringing boom.
"We want to hide here if we can," whispered Ted, to
Kimawara. "If that boat is coming ashore to-night we
want to be here to see on what business."
It was an easy matter to hide in a building half way
down to the dock.
In the fraction of a minute Ted and his five little policemen-" toy cops" an American boy might call them until
he knew better-were hidden inside the building.
The>n followed a long wait.
As the time dragged by our hero began to feel that it was
being wasted.
"Another fool's enand," he muttered, disgustedly.
rrerrill had his eye most of the time at a slit that had
been cut in the paper blind over a window in that darkened
room.
From his post the boy could watch the "buncl," or waterfront street.
No one could step upon the dock from the bund without
being seen by Ted.
At the other end of the little structure stood Kimawara ,
as µrnch like a cigar-store Indian as he had been once
before that night.
· It was Kimawara's task to watch the Dimitri Golos}rnj
and her small boat alongside.
An hour must have passed when one of the little policemen laid a hand on Ted's arm.
"Kimawara, he say that boat come in from Russki warship," whispered the policeman in the boy's ear.
"I wish I could see somebody at this end , coming to
,
meet it," muttered Ted.
"The boatmen are resting on oars, little way from
dock," r eported the same Yokohama policeman, fiye min\1tes later.
"Nothing doing at this end," grunted Ted, disgustedly.
rrwo minutes later he changed his tune.
Some one was approaching the dock.
His eyes now well used to the dark, Terrill watched. his
hear t' thumping under his ribs.
. \ h, yes ! Here came the man.
Ted stared at him hard, gluping down.
"That's my man," he declared, suddenly.
But he did not speak aloud.
He took another good look as the man came closer.
Beyond any question, it was the same man who had
jostled Rovsky on that side street in Tokio.
"Now I've got you !" thrilled Ted Terrill.
He stepped softly over to the door, listening until the
sound of footsteps showed that the fellow had gone by.
Th en Ted Terrill whispered swiftly in the ear of patient
Kimawara, who nodded.
By the time that the stra.nger, who merely sa~mtered,
was thirty feet pa~t the little building, its door opened.

Ted Terrill stepped softly ont.
Turning, he followed, very softly, in the tracks of the
stranger.
That individual was slowly puffing at an almost fresh
cigar. ,
Halting and turning, near the end of the dock, he came
face to face with the American boy.
For just an instant the stranger started.
Then the sight of a white man's face seemed to reassure him.
"Good-evening," spoke Ted, politely.
"Ah, good-evening," came the cheery greeting from the
other.
"Taking the air on the dock?" smiled Ted, pleasantly.
But our hero's glance, co.vertly, was on the boat from the
Russian warship.
That little craft had started to come in toward the dock.
Now it . had stepped again, the rowers resting on their
oars.
The man whom Ted had accosted did not reply, so our
hero again asked, carelessly:
"Taking the evening air here?"
"No. I-I--"
"Oh, I didn't mea.n to intrude on your business," Ted
made haste .to assure him._ "Pardon me."'
"There can be nothing to pardon," smiled the stranger.
Then, again, he started-ever so slightly.
But watchful Ted Terrill noted it.
The cause of that start must have been the sudden sight
of a little J apan·ese policeman who came strolling down
the dock.
Soon after t!iere ca.me another.
The stranger with the new cigar began to look a bit uneasy.
"Great little fellows, these policemen, aren't they?" inquired Ted, carelessly.
"A very fine body of men, I believe," replied the stranger,
but he spoke rather hurriedly.
There was a slight quiver in his voice.
"They ,are very intelligent and clever," Ted went on,
sm~othly. "I hear that they seldom miss or lose their man~
when they go after one."
"So I hear," agreed the stranger.
Then, once more, he looked annoyed .
For now a third policeman was in sight, strolling toward
them.
As if he did not care for such company, the stranger
turned, walking down to the end of the dock ..
· Ted went slowly after him.
"Here comes still another policeman," smiled our hero,
looking straight and hard into the stranger's eyes.
"What can bring so ma.ny at this one spot?" queried
the stranger, ·in a still more uneasy voice.
"I haven't the ghost of an idea," smiled Ted. "Have
you?"
1
The stranger started, dropping his lligar over the edge
of the dock into the water.
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''. I?• Any idea? Why should I have ?" demanded the
stranger.
Hi's knees seemed to be shaking slightly under him now.
If this man was guilty of any wrongdoing that made
him fea r the police, then Terrill was playing with him in
cat-and-mouse fashion.
"I wonder what that· boat is corning in for? " suddenly
propounded our hero, glancing over the water, just before
the fifth policeman appeared on the dock.
"How should I know?" cried th e stranger, irritably.
"Then it's not corning after you, eh?"
The stranger's face was beginning to grow somewhat
ghastly.
"You're asking a great many questions," grumbled the
man.
Kimawara came slowly up to them.
He· eyed the stranger, who tried to meet the scrutiny
bravely.
Then the little policeman inquired:
"You going out to the Russian ship?"·
It is not wise to beat about the bush with a policeman,
so the stranger, evidently trying to steady his voice, replied:
"Yes."
" To-night?"
"Certainly."
"Now?"
"Yes."
Kimawara turned to glance inquiringly at our hero.
The stranger, too, followed that glance.
His knees were going sadly under him now.
The boat, rowed by eight men, and with a young Russian
officer at the stern, was almost in now.
Once·more Kimawara turned to our herQ, asking quietly :
"What do you say ? Does this man go to the Russian
ship?"
"What are you asking this boy for ?" cried the stranger,
angrily.
But Kimawara insisted:
"Does he go, sir? Shall he go?"
· "I think he'd better go with you, first," Ted replied,
coolly.
Now tpe stranger, though shaking, turned like a wild
animal at bay.
"What does this mean?" he demanded, loudly.
"If it means anything at all," spoke Ted, coolly, tpough
his heart. was pounding, "it means that you might as well
go quietly with these policemen. A fuss won't hurt any
one but yourself."
With a gasp and a quiver, the stranger wheeled around,
trying to leap from the dock down into the waters of the
bay.
But Kimawara, swift as a wildcat, caught him by the
shoulders and drew him back.
Flop ! The stranger was on his back now, so quickly that
he never knew how he got there.
"Stop this outrage!" he ye~led, ·kicking lustily.

.....

But, while fo ur policemen held him helpless, K1mnwar::i."
quictl~ wen t through the fellow's pockets.
He brought some papers to light, scanned them by th ~'
aid of a match.
" We have the real papers this t ime," announced Kima·
wara, cooll y. "Take this man along. "
With the quickn ess with which they do their work, th ese
little brown policemen bound their prisoner and dragged
him to his feet, marching him off the dock.
"Where is the Ameri can ?" cried Kimawara, suddenly,
realizing that our hero was not on the dock.
" He must have rn n ah ead," replied one of the other
policemen .
So they trudged away. un suspecting.
Ted Terrill, while standing at the end of th e cl ock, looking on at the search, had been struck by a sailo!-' who had
climbed stealthily up the steps behind him·.
Ted's slight splash, as he landed in the water, was not
heard by the eager little J apanese policemen.
As Ted came to the surface, beside the Russian boat; a
muscuiar hand gripped hi s throat in a tight clutch, shutting
off bis breath .
Several ugly faces glared down at him.
Ted was a prisoner in the hands ~f the Russians !
CHAPTER X.
.A. RUSSIAN PRISONER.

That fearful grip at the throat soon strangled Ted Ter·
rill into unconsciousness.
As long as hi s brain remained awake he struggled. _
But other hands reached over the gunwale of the boat
and drew him aboard.
H e was " out " now; all memory a blnnk.
Down into the bottom of the boat he was dropped and
covered with a tarpaulin.
Slowly, leisurely, the Russian boat started on its return
to the warship.
No hail from the police did the officer in charge of this
boat fear.
H e was an officer of a warship of a so-called "friendly
·
'
·
power."
The small boat of a warship, with an officer in charge;
is no more subject to police control than would be the warship itself.
But Kimawa.ra and his companions never thought to look
for Ted Terrill in that direction.
Th~y suppos~d, natural1y, that our hero had run ahead to
the street.
Even when they did not see him there, the J apanese
policemen thought but little about it.
Count Kato's agent was not accountable to them. He
could do as he pleased.
At the moment when Ted's prisoner, securely bound, was
being lifted into a jinrikisha, Ted Terrill himself, another
prisoner, was being carried up over the side of the Russian cruiser.
From one of the cabins there stepped out the captain and
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a tall, elderly Russian in a black frock suit and high silk
hat.
The officer who had been in eharge of the smail boat
whispered a few excited words to the captain and the other
man.
Right after that, Ted, who was beginning to revive, was
carried below by two marines.
Ted came to in a small, stuffy room that was c1ark.
He lay upon the floor.
.There was no furniture in the room- nothing that he
could :find except a floor and walls, a ceiling that he coulc1
dimly see, and a heavy, iron-barred door.
Just outs~de, in a very dim light, some one was pacing.
As Ted came more to his senses he concluded tha.t this
must be a sentry, a guard.
He crept to the door, looking out.
Yes, the man was in uniform and carried a Title at his
shoulder.
To say that Ted was fea.rfully down at the mouth would
,
be putting it mildly.
He was all but paralyzed with fright.
Often had he read of the fate that befalls those who get
in the way of Russia's political agents.
Now he was to experience it all for himself.
"Good-by, now, unless the J aps get wise, and come out
here to make a search!" throbbed the boy. " They can't
·do that, either. The police have no right, under the laws
of n~tions, to search the warship of another power."
His lips came together grimly.
"What hope is there for me ?" he asked himself.
And then answered himself, despairingly :
'
"None! None, in the world !"
Then came still another thought, one that caused him
nearly to break out into wild, hysterical laughter :
"My only hope lies in the Russian sense of mercy!"
Russian mercy ! What a hollow mockery that would be !
."Ted, old fellow, just pull yourself together and prepare for the worst ! P repare, for as sure as th ere is a sky
above us, you'll get it-the whole limit and ha.rd !"
There is a courage that is 'bold in the daylight, and
that yet falters in the da.rk.
I
The great Napoleon has declared that "the rarest kind
of courage is the two o'clock in the morning courage."
There, in the dark, in the silence, save for some light
throbbings of distant machinery ~nc1 the tread of t hat one
sentry, Ted fell a prey to the worst fears. ·
H e found himself shaking with fright.
Then he pulled himself together.
" Y on've got to keep your nerve, old fellow," he told himself, angrily. " You're not the first American that has
bad to face death-or worse. Most of them died like men,
01' facec1 whatever ,tbey had to face with set teeth and steady
kneel'!. You can't let yourself get worse than other Americans !"
After that he fell to watching every sign of fear, trying
to crush it out.

He practiced smiling there in the dark, and felt that he
was getting on better.
But, after an hour, the awful loneliness began to prey
upon him.
"If I had even a dog to talk to," he thought.
Then his thoughts traveled back to Rovsky and that
otlter Russian spy whom he had helped to "jug."
" They're not going through anything like this," he
muttered. " They're having it easy, except for being
prisoners. I can guess the way they're being handled .
Polite police officials have assured them of regret at being
obliged to detain them. They've been fed if they're
hungry; served with tea, if they're thirsty. They have had
their cigarettes supplied them, and have been asked if anything else could be done for their comfort. That's the
J apanese politeness. If a J apanese has_to kill you, even,
he'll do it politely. Ted, my boy, you got the worst of this
deal !"
But talking to himself threa.tenec1 to make for madriess.
H e longed for some other human being to talk to.
How would the sentry do?
H e would try him.
"Sentry, can't I have a drink of water?" Ted asked,
softly.
Tramp ! tramp ! went 't he man's feet; there was no other
answer.
"Sentry I" called the boy, sharply.
Shifting his rifle to carry-arms, the sentry came to the
door of the little cell.
"Can't you get me a drink of water, or have somebody
get it for me ?" appealed the boy.
The marine looked stupidly at him.
Ted, standing with his face to the bars, could just make
out that face.
"Can't you get me a drink of ~ater ?" repeated the boy.
The se:rftry answered him in gutteral Russian. '
"Oh, he can't understand English, of course," throbbed
the boy, disappointedly.
Ted had heard that many Russians spoke French fluently.
Our hero had had a few months of drill in the French
language at school.
Now he t ried French, haltingly, upon this sentry.
But a.gain the fellow shook his head, answering in that
same harsh Russian jargon.
"Oh, dear, no! Only the educated Russians speak
French," groaned the boy. "This poor fellow isn't educated; probably can't read and write in his own language."
It has been stated that not three in a hundred of the
Rn s~lan soldiers know how to read and write.
Tramp ! tramp! The sentry had resumed his pacing.
"Nothing doing there," sighed Ted, disconsolately. "I
wonder how late in the night it is."
He had his watch, and it was ticking noisily in that
silent place, but it was too dark, even at the grated door, to
make out the position of the tiny hands over the dial.
"I wonder if I could sleep," throbbed Ted. "That would
kill a heap of time and cure a lot of loneliness."
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It was some kind of stew, ill-smelling and greasy, with
There was nothing to lie on, save the hard floor, which
a wedge of unbuttered, coarse bread thrust in at the top.
appeared to be built of some kind of cement.
It was the toughest kind of a breakfast that Ted Terrill
But Ted lay down, shifting every time the floor seemed
had ever eaten-but he was hungry.
especially hard under him.
He ate all he could "stomach" of the queer stuff, washAt last he began to sleep fitfully. Then, after a while, he
ing it down with a villainous imitation of coffee from the
'
slept more deeply.
other pot.
Yet, at best, it was a hard and painful sleep.
All the while the servant squatted on the floor beside
After some hours our hero woke up for good, but so stiff
boy, watching him as he would stare at a freak.
the
haruly
could
he
first
at
that
bones
his
in
pain-racked
so
·'and
I've feasted like a prince, thank you," crid
"There,
stir.
"This won't do," grumbled the boy. "I've got to exer- Ted, amiably, at last, handing back what was left of the
meal. "But don't go. I rather like company down here."
cise out of this."
With a grin, the servant gathered up the dishes and the
Taking off his jacket, tossing it to the floor, he started
in on some of the light gymnastics that he had been taught lantern.
Once more the corporal unlocked the cell door and let
to do in the public school back in the United States.
Soon the sentry heard something going on in that cell. the servant out. Then the bolts were shot again.
"If it's breakfast-time, it must be daylight, too," sighed
Ted saw him standing at the door, peeping in, a look
the boy... "Oh, dear! I never realized how good the .sunof bewilderment on his stupid face.
light was before!"
Then there was a low hail outside.
Another hour dragged by before there came again the
Soon another marine, a corporal; came with a lantern.
Together the two marines stood peering in between the tramp of a corporal's squad.
They opened the cell door, motioning to the boy to come
iron barn at this strange American youth.
"There's no need to stop for you fellows," grunted Ted. out.
So he went on with his strange movements, working out I Putting on his jacket, Ted followed them, though not
.
eagerly.
the stiffness and soreness in different parts of his body.
"This is where I learn what happens to me," he muttered.
But these marines only stared the harder.
They conducted him down the narrow corridor, by several
Plainly, it was too much for them.
"They think I'm crazy," chuckled Ted, and purposely doors and through other passageways.
Then, at last, one of the marines halted at the head of an
threw more life into his gymnatsic movements.
Then, afraid that he would laugh in their faces, he iron ladder.
After first glancing down with his lantern, the marine
turned his back upon the two puzzled marines.
Now he was doing something that ma~e them fairly started below. The corporal signed to our hero to follow. ·
Down there it all seemed grimy with coal dust and illgasp.
With his hands over his head, bending back as far as h~ smelling from rancid oil.
could, he next swe_pt his hands forward and down, until· Ted's nose and other organs of sense told him that he
was now somewhere in the engineer's department of the
he touched the floor.
cruiser.
This he repeated, over and over again.
At last, after leading him some distance from the foot
He could hear the corporal and the sentry talking in low
of the ladder, the corporal halted him, opened a solid iron
tones.
1
door and signed to the boy to pass on.
But at last Ted was through.
Ted crept in through the doorway.
"I think I ought to be oiled up now ; the soreness seems
to be most ·gone," he murmured.
Bang! He was s!iut up there in absolute darkness.
He heard a chain and a padlock rattle outside, while.
Then he walked over to the barred door, smiling at the
two puzzled soldiers.
some of the marines laughed.
Then he heard their departing feet.
But the corporal swiftly drew back; then tramped off
"What's the game now?" choked Terrill. "Do they
down the dimly lit corridor.
figure on smothering me to death here? Whee! It's a
Tramp l tramp! The sentry was on his beat again.
bully place for it!"
Another hour must have passed.
In here he could just about stand up, the metal ceiling
Then a corporal, two marines and one of the cruiser's
~eing within easy reach of his hands overhead.
servants appeared at the door.
It was absolutely dark, and all but airless in.here. Ted
The corporal unlocked the door; the servant ca.me in,
if he could breathe the air in here and li·ve.
wondered
with two metal pots and a lantern.
"If they wanted to do that what on earth did they take
"Why, it must be morning, then," Ted discovered.
the trouble to feed me for?" he grumbled, in dire dismay.
"Surely, this is breakfast."
It seemed as if ages had passed, when the sound of feet
He squattefl on the floor, while the servant uncovered
·
one of the pots and passed it to our hero, and an iron was heard again outside.
Then once more the chain and padlock rattled.
spoon with it.
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paying no heed Lo th e boy's .startled cry, was still pacing
monotonously back and forth just outside the door.
"Well, it's sure trouble, with a venega:n ce now!" throbbed
heart-sick cred Terrill.
As the fuller realization of all this sailing meant dawned
upon him, the crushed boy sank back upon the floor of the
cell.
But he did not sob.
His manhood fought hard against that.
To dull that hard, gnawing ache at his heart, Ted even
strove to sleep again.
.
But sleep would not come now.
He found himself wondering how soon this torment of
suspense would drive 'him out of his mind.
Though Terrill could not even remotely guess the time,
more than two hours passed after the cruiser had got under
way, when a corporal's squad once more approached the
door.
This time a young officer was with them.
He entereft the cell, a corporal following with a lantern.
"Comfortable, my friend?" asked the young lieutenant,
eyeing the boy, who had started to his feet.
"Comfortable?" uttered Ted, scornfully. "Oh, yes, of
course!"
"It is to be regretted that we have had to leave you so
much to yourself," smiled the young officer. ~'But circumstances compelled that course."
"Oh, yes, I suppose so,'' Teel assented, bitterly.
"From now on, we shall endeavor to be more entertaining with you,'' laughed the lieutenant.
That laugh sent a quivering jar through Ted Terrill's
nerves.
"How would you like a last look at Japan?" continued
the lieutenant.
"Are you in eamest ?" cried Ted, wonderingly.
"Certainly. We are leaving Japan."
"You know what I mean, don't you?"
"Well, what do you mean?" queried the lieutenant . .
" Are you in earnest in offering to take me where I can
look out upon the world again?"
"Has it been as lonesome as that down here?" cried the
lieutenant, in mock compassion.
"Are yon going to take me out of here ?"
"If you wish to go."
"If I wi sh to go!" q11iverec1 Ted, ironically.
"Then you do wish to leave this comfortable a.partment ?"
"If you ha ve come down here to mock me" breathed
Ted, almost fi ercely, "then you have very little manhood
in your carcass !"
"Softly, softly, my young friend!" uttered the lieutenant,
CHAPTER XI.
warningly. · "But, perhaps, after all, it does not so much
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matter what you say. My men do not speak English, and so
For a few minutes Ted remained leaning against the what you choose to say will not be bad for discipline."
wall of his ship's cell.
"Are you going to take me out of here?" insisted Terrill.
He was almost too dazed to think.
"As I said before, my Yankee friend, if you wish to go."
He even caught himself, at last, trying to think harder.
"Then you can't be too quick about it."
Tramp ! tramp ! That infernally placid sentry outside,
"Come!"

The corporal stood just pasL the opening doorway, Leckoning to our hero to come out.
"It mu st be that they're breaking me in by degrees,"
thought the boy, desperately. "If the nex i place is worse
thau this, they'Il finish me up with the next trick."
To his great surprise he was talrnn back to the same old
cell.
Now this place seemed almost heaven as compared with
that stuffy cubby-hole down among the coal bunkers.
Even here the air was vile, with the stuffiness and foulness that is always smelled ,between decks on a c_ruiser or
a warship hailing from Russia.
But it was so sweef by comparison, this air, that Ted
caught himself drawing in great gulps of it.
" Blaz~s !" he muttered, suddenly, a new thought flashing on him. "I wonder if they took me down there because the Japanese had sent out to inquire after my fate?
Did they take me do·wn there and then make the bluff of
offering to let the Japanese search the vessel?"
Ted was trembling with the thought of how near he
might have been to freedom.
'l'he.more he thought of it, the more certain he felt that
a visit from the Japanese authorities had been the real
reason' for his being tak~n further below.
"Then, since I'm up here again, it's a cinch that the
little J aps have gone ashore, giving up the idea that they
could find me here!"
Ted could not help sinking down to the floor in a heap.
He klt like sobbing, but he choked the tears and the
cries back.
Suddenly he sat upright again, listening.
"What nt::~v move is up ilOW ?" he quivered. " What's the
meaning of all that rumbling? I s that the sound of .machinery ?"
For some time he listened. Surely it was the motion
or machinery, for now the vibration shook the big craft.
" I wish, oh, how I wish I was out where I could see
just a little of something !" thought the boy, almost c1espc1iringly.
Suddenly he leaped to his feet, leaning; wid e-mouthed
and panting against the cold, damp wall.
c. crhunder and guns !" he broke forth, screaming aloud
in his amazement. and fright. "We're under way. Th i:;
shi p is moving-moving out of Japanese waters! "
.Just then a frisky wave under the cruis~r's bows made
her lurch and heel over slightly.
Now Ted Terrill knew the full truth.
The Dimitri Goloskoi, with the young American prisoner
aboard, was heading straight out for the high seas !
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Ted followed the lieutenant eagerly out of the cell.
I went on the officer, quietly, and there ,rns a \rorld of sneer
Then a sudden shock ~ame to him that ma.de him draw in his tone.
"Of course not," Ted assented, dumbly.
back for an iustant.
"Nor would it have made any difference if you had,"
What if this were only a change to a worse torment?
"I'll face it out .a.nd see the thing through, anyway," resumed Lieutenant Rovsky. "You secret service men
quavered the boy.
play a desperate game. You are always at each other's
and of necessity. One must win; one must lose.
throats,
He followed boldly after that.
To his surprise they went u;p a flight of steel steps, in- Poor Ivan lost, at last. But he was a brave and a useful
man while, lie lasted."
stead of downward. .
Ted was silent.
Then, of a sudden, the lieutenant threw a steel door
"You are very young," went on the lieutenant, question·
open, next turned back, thrusting his arm under the
ingly.
"If it were not that you beat my experienced brother
boy's.
"Welcome to the world again!" cried the Russian lieu- so readily I should suspect that this was your first case."
tenant, laughingly.
Ted remained silent, gazing out over the rough,. whiteThey stepped out ·upon the deck, a rush of sweet, pure, capped waves.
"Was it your first case.?" .persisted Lieutenant Rovsky.
strong sea air smiting Ted Terrill in the face.
"Ml first case of what ?" Ted retorted.
How he drank it in! It seemed like living again!
"Oh, but this is good!" he adrhitted, ungrudgingly.
"You are playing with me now," rejoined the young
"I am glad you enjoy it," · murmured the young officer, officer, gripping hard with one ~and at his sword-hilt. "Yet
but there was a strong tinge of mockery in his voice.
why should you try to be so secretive now? My brother is
"This can't last long,'' throbbed anxious Ted. "But :finished, thanks to you. H e will go to a Japanese prison
I'll make the most of it while it does."
'for a 1ong term of years. And you are :finished in turn.
You are aboard a Russian warship, where no other govTurning to scan the lieutenant's face, he inquired:
" May I walk about on the deck?"
ernment can interfere, or even learn· what became of you_.
"I will go with you where you wish," came the mock- So why should you even seem to deny, any longer, that
ingly polite reply. . "Then you will not be interfered with." you were in the pay of that clever enemy of ours, Count
' Ted and the lieutenant moved with locked arms, as if Kato?"
they were the greatest friends in the world.
Ted did not speak. Let the Russians accuse him as they
Yet evf!_ry one of the seamen and marines on deck must would, he did not see any reason why he should condemn
have realized Ted' s exact status there, for, as the men sa- himself.
"I do not know much about these matters," went on the
luted the lieutenant in passing, they grinned covertly at
officer. "I am of the navy, and only a plain :fighting man.
the young prisoner.
Ted chose to go directly astern nor did the lieutenant But I have reason to guess that you, my Yankee friend,
object.
have seriously inteTfered with the plans of the great and
powerful ·Russian government."
The last look at Japan!
The coast-line was below the horizon already.
This officer had the same idea that other Russians of his
They must have been thirty to forty miles out from class have. The crushing defeat by Japan has not taught
port, for all of Japan that was now visible was Fujiyama, the Czar's ,officers that they do not still serve the most
powerful government on earth.
the sacred, sno>y-capped mountain of the· Japanese.
"It was a short week there," smiled Ted, trying to keep
"There is one aboard," spoke the lieutenant, "who, I am
up his grit.
afraid, will feel like making the short remainder of your
life. very unc~mfortable."
"Why do you say a week?" queried the lieutenant.
The short remainder of life !
"Because I was in Japan only about a week."
That phrase did not escape our hero, but he was pre" My brother was there much longer," said the lieuten- pared, since the night before, to believe that his fate
ant, quietly. "I wonder if he is comfortable there now?" would be a terrible one.
"Your brother?"
"Who is the one that you speak of?" Ted queried.
"I am Stefan Rovsky."
"Count Grablieff."
Ted started back, gasping, he was so utterly taken by
"Never heard of him."
surprise.
"Very likely," smiled Lieutenant Rovsky. "There are
"And your brother was- - "
many in Russia who have never heard of him. But at St.
"Ivan Rovsky. Of the Russian secret service."
Petersburg, in some circles, he is very well known indeed.".
The lieutenant spoke calmly, almost -indifferently, but
"One of your high secret service officials, eh?" queried
as the two looked steadily into each other's eyes, Ted Terrill Ted.
realized what an enemy he had in this young, tall, broad"It can do no harm now to admit to you that I have
shouldered, fair-haired Russian lieutenant.
guessed as much," replied the officer. "But I do not know.
"Of course you did not know that he was my brother," I do know, though, that our Captain Barskoff and Count
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Grablieff are now closeted in the after-cabin. I even guess 1of the officer and of the prisoner fra med in that open
that they are talking about you."
window.
"About me?"
"You may bring the young man in, Lieutenant Rovsky,"
"Oh, about your serious interference with some of" Rus- cried Count Grablieff, betraying neither surprise nor ansia's deepest plans."
noyance.
" Their talk must be rather interesting," smiled Ted,
" Come, then, we will go in before their excellencies," sugbravely.
gested the young officer, thrusting his arm through Terrill's.
'' Perhaps. Doubtless you will heal' some of it soon."
'Together they entered the after-cabin, h alting before the
" Ah ! T hen you are keeping me here until tbjy semi. for
desk. me?" divined our hero.
They stood side by side, their arms still linked, as if
" It may be something like tha t/' nodded Lieutenant
they were the greatest friends on earth.
Rovsky . .
"~nd now, thank you, lieutenant, you may step outside,"
" I shall be interested in meeting thi s coun t," Ted went
announced
Count Grablieff.
on, thinking qf that other count, the grand little K ato,
Wi
th
a
prompt
salute to both his superiors, Rovsky; of
"·!tom he had met in the now far-distant Tokio.
the
navy,
left
the
cabin.
" Very much interested in meeting hiiri, I take it,"
Leaning. forward, Count Grablieff surveyed Ted Terrill
rn1iled the young officer. "For Count Grabliefl', you ]mow,
intently.
will be the one who will have the settling of your fa te."
There was nothing of anger in that look. At least so
" Oh, he will ?" cried Teel.
H e felt that Lieutenant Rovsky was playing with him, Ted thought. That was because his acquaintance had
never been with the most finished men of the Russian
tormenting him all he could by sly suggest ion.
·That roused and brought out all the American in Te d secret service.
Terrill.
" I am listening, if you have anything : o say," beg~
"I sh ou Id l i"ke t o see your Grabl"ieu,'
"" , dec1ared th e boy. the
. com1t, after having taken three slow, big puffs at his

"Oh, would you ? Well, under the circumstances, it can \ ci~~Ir .h
th"
h t
t
,,
ave no lllD"
w a ever o say, T ed answere d; shortly.
do no har m. I think I may be permitted to let you have a
"Wh
t ?" 0
look at his excellency,
the count. Come, so that
"B ecause
y no no
· th"mg th at 1 can say woi:ild do me any good ."
.
. you do
. not
interfere with the business that may be gomg on m the
""'T
t
h
,,
. ,,
, ery rue, per aps. cabin ·
·
h
·
count
"I take it t at you are a man of wi·de experience,
Lieutenant Rovsky turned and led the way to one of the Grabliefl'," went on the boy, cuttingly. "If it would do me
open windows of the after-cabin.
no good to say anything, would it not be foolish of me to
Ted, tip-toeing into place, peered through the window.
speak?"
'
He saw a rather sumptuous apartment, richly carpeted
" It had occurred to me," hinted the count, in an oily
,and expensively furnished.
tone, "that you might wish to say something to me that
The room was about fourteen by thirty feet.
would give me a better and kindlier impression of you
T here was a large desk at either end of the room. There than I now have."
were book-cases and two large safes.
"I couldn't say anything that would do that," Ted reThere were service tables on which stood tea-sets and sponded, bluntly. "In fact, sir, I am very well aware
decanters of vodka, the Russian national liquor.
that the more I say about anything the more of a fool
Captain Barskoff and the tall, elderly looking man who vou will th ink me."
had been with him the night before were seated at the desk " Capt ain Barskoff laughed softly, while the count, closing
nearest to the window at which our hero stood.
his eyes, smoked in silence for a while.
\Todka glasses and a box of cigars were at hand. Both
When again Grablieff opened those eyes they were fixed
men were smoking.
.
on the boy in the severest scrutiny.
Count Grablieff held spread_out before him on the desk , "Very likely you, at e right in not caring t o talk," said
a document in five or six long pages.
the count, easily. "After all, about all that you could tell
"So you see, my dear Barskoff," the count was saying, his me would be that you were one of Couht Katt:l's men; that
eyes on the document. "through this Yankee meddler we you were assigne_g to prevent the Japanese naval plans from
h n·c l.Ost t wo of our best agents, t wo of the men who were falling into Russian hands, and that you succeeded. All
best pl aced and who had the greatest knack for doing that I know so there is no need for vou t o tell me."
~
' did you wish me to talk
"
the cleverest things. This Yankee meddler has made a "Then why
pn
hole in our system that will set Russia back for at least a
"I see," went on the count, coolly, "that you are so
year in some quarters."
young and lacking experience in the secret service that you
As he spoke, Count Grablieff folded the document, thrust- clo not understand. For the same reason it would not be
ing it into an inner pocket.
'
worth while to explain to you. Come, we will take just· a
Then, glancing up, the Russian nobleman saw the faces short turn on deck, you and I."
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Rising, Grablieff took our hero's ·arm in a mockingly
friendly way.
He led Ted out on deck, making a short tIDn on both
sides of the deck, while Lieutenant Rovsky kept alertly at
their rear.
Then, once more Grablieff led our hero back into the
after-cabin.
"Now, Terrill," .pronounced Grablieff, coolly, "there
comes the question of what shall be done with you . This
cruiser, touches, next, at Vladivostock, the only port that
Russia now has left on the Pacific Ocean. From there we
can send you across to Siberia, where you crui be put at
work, as a convict, in our rather famous Siberian salt
mines. I regret to say that th e life in the salt mines is
but a living death. It is where th e Russian government
sends the prisoners to whom it wishes to offer the hardest
punishment. In those salt mines you would work almost
incessantly, and be frequently scourged Ly the guards.
"The fare is poor there, the sleeping arrangements are
purposely of the most uncomfortable sort, and you would
rarely. see tlrn daylight. In fa ct, as I ha\•e hinted, th e
Siberian salt mines are .a little worse than th e infernal
regions. Under the life there you would never know the
meaning of a moment's comfort. You might last three,
possibly four years. That would be about all."
Ted's cheeks, despite his best efforts at courage, had
blanched while the count was speaking.
Our hero has read of the hopeless, fearful life of Russian prisoners in the Siberian salt mines.
"You-you speak," he faltered, "as if there would be
sometother1choice."
"At first I had not thought there would be another
choice," r eplied the count, coldly. "But the sight of your
youth has moved me to more merciful feelings. We were
out on deck just now. You saw, while there, that there
is not another single sail in sight anywhere on the sea."
"Yes," Ted admitted.
"Then, if you do not care to face the life in the Siberian
salt mines," proposed Count Grablieff, a wicked gleam in
his eyes, "I offer you one other choice. You may inflict
your own punishment by running out this instant and
plunging overboard into the water. There you will drown.
It is a swifter death than you would find in Siberia."
There was silence in the cabin.
He looked steadily into the eyes of Count Grablieff, who
met the gaze with equal steadiness.
"I have chosen," declared Ted Terrill, in a strange,
hard but steady voice.
·
"What is it to be?" demanded the count, in a mildly
curious voice.
"I shall jump overboard-now! "
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He moved before either of the others had the slightest
glimmer of what was in his mind.
With a leap, Ted landed before Count Grablieff.
One sure, swift jerk, and he had.snatched that document
from the nobleman's inner pocket.
Wheel ! Ted was out of that open door like a flash.
Out on the deck Lieutenant Rovsky flew to catch him.
But Teel caught him full with his right fist, slamming
the lieutenant against the rail.
Turn ! Straight to the nearby stern darted Ted Terrill,
with none in the way now to oppose him.
Monnting to the rail, steadying himself for just an
instan t by tbe short flagstaff, Ted leaped far out, overboard.
'J'ecl landed in the water, shooting some feet below the
surface.
Then he rose again, to the top, still clutching at that
paper.
From the ship he heard a light popping, like the
crackling of pa.p er.
T ed con k1 see the marines shooting, yet realized, with a
thrill of savage satisfaction, that not one of them was
fi ring his way.
"They've lost me," he gloated. "It's a big loss, too,
und er the circumfltances, or they wouldn't stop and begin
shooting in that fashion . Oh, Grablieff, I wrung your
heart on ce more in going overboard with this paper!"
· Thou gh the document would not be of the slightest use
to him in his danger, Ted still clung to it.
And now our hero found himself face to face with his
own troubles.
"I'm a good enough swimmer to keep up for half an
hour," he muttered.· " I may make it for an hour. And
thi:n-I've got to drown!"
First of all he tried floating, by rolling over on his back.
"Why, I can manage this for quite a while," he muttered.
Then, as he lay th ere, on his back in the water, he suddenly opened his eyes very wide.
What was that white object, bobbing over there on the
water, some thousand feet away?
Then, suddenly, it began to dawn upon the boy.
That first white object was a conning tower. And now
that something else which had followed it into view was
the toP. of the hull of one of those new, dreaded pests of
war-a submarine torpedo boat!
From the after flagstaff of the submarine torped()_ boat
was shaken out the imperial, sun-barred flag of Japan l
Splash ! Ted was forging through the rough sea now as
fast as he could go.
"Here! Help!" yelled Ted, at hi s loudest.
He was in despair when he found that his voice did not
carry.
As he swam he continued to shout.
CHAPTER XII.
At last he saw one of the Japanese officers turn in his
CONCLU!;!ION.
direction.
In that moment of facing certain death Ted Terrill's
Again Ted shouted, thrusting one arm as far out of the
courage and presence of mind came all to the surface.
water as he could and waving that fateful document.
Now they saw, as a waving of hands showed.
There was but a second in which to act.
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Then, smoothly, that submarine craft" came gliding toToko Kama was among the first who came to conward him, over the water.
gratulate our hero.
It came_close, a rope was thrown, and Ted Terrill was
"How on earth did you ever drag me into this sort of
hauled aboard and led inside the hull of the queer little thing, Toko ?" questioned Ted.
craft.
"Oh, Count Kato, he is my relative, you see," explained
the Japanese youth. "For this work it was ver-ree neces"H is most important. My government will be ver-ree sary that he have some foreigner, as the Russians could
glad," ·smiled Lieutenant Kanabe, commander of the sub- not be :fooled by a J apl!nese. So my relative asked me to
marine Kitasawa:
look a.round among the young foreigners."
That wa s after our hero hat told this smiling little
"Was that why you chummed with me for a week?"
Japanese officer all that had happened, and had exhibited quizzed Ted.
the document that ·he had snatched from Count Grablieff's
"Partly, yes. And partly because I liked you. Now,
· pocket. ·
for to-night, you must come to my home. My father,
"This is a descriptive list of all the Russia~ spies in and brother, mother and sister-all eager to meet you."
around Tokio and Yokohama," chuckled, Kana be, gleeIvan Rovsh.7 and the man who had been caught at the
fully. "Oh, it will be ver-ree important to my govern- dock were quietly, swiftly, sent away to prison for twenty
mei+t !"
years.
Then the lieutenant stepped out into the conning tower.
Kong Tow, for pretending to be a Japanese subject, and
He was back in a moment.
getting employment in the Na val Department, was sent
"The Dimitri Goloskoi is still lying to over there," he up for life.
•
chuckled. "The Russian secret service is so fearfully
The Chinaman with him was sentenced for ten. years.
beaten, for once, that those fellows don't know what to do.
That was Ted's last stroke in the Japanese secret serTJ:iey might even seek to destroy us. So we are going down vice. He didn't need to keep to it any longer, for Count
below the water."
Kato, by the Mikado~s order., handed him a reward of one
Almost immediately the Kitasawa began to sink, then hundred thousand yen in cash.
began to glide along beneath the waves.
That makes a trifle over :fifty thousand dollai;s in our
"It was wonderfully fortunate that we happened to be money.
out on a practice trip," laughed the little lieutenant. He
It is fortune enough for Ted Terrill, for it goes a long
could not help laughing all the while, just now. "We way in Japan, where Ted spends most of his time, going
i:ihould not have come up to the surface that time only we once in a while to visit his father at Manila.
heard so much shooting it made us curious."
Ted is still an .American citizen, of course, and some
"I'm mighty thankful you got curious, then !" , shivered day he will return to the United States.
Ted, despite the dry, Japanese clothes in which he ·was
But when he does, he will bring a Japanese wife with
now wrapped.
him, for Ted fell before the charms of Miss. Cherry Blos"Of course you will not mind that we turn you over som, the daintiest little bit of a Japanese girl, who hapto the police at Yokohama," urged Kanabe. "This is such pened to be Toko Kama's sister.
ver-ree important business that, really, we must."
"What do I care about being turned over to your
THE END.
police," laughed Ted. "It is just the same thing as being
turned over to one's friends."
It's a rollicking, rattling, jolly good story that is comEarly in the afternoon the submarine reached Yokohama.
ing
next week, under t~e title, "HIS NAME WAS DENTed was sent ashore at once, and he was, as had been
NIS;
OR, THE LUCK OF A GREEN IRISH BOY."
hinted, turned over to the.Yokohama police.
It
is
by
A. Howard de Witt, and will be published complete
But they very quickly got their instructions from
No.
36
of "The Wide Awake Weekly," out next week!
in
Tokio, and that evening our hero arrived at the Japanese
It
is
a
long
time since any one has written such a splencapital, closely guarded, for his own safety, and that of the
list of Russian spies, by six little 'policemen who never didly good story of the adventures of a "green" Irish lad
who came over from Erin to battle for fortune in the new
fl_agged in their zeal.
_
but
friendly country of the United States. Don't miss this
Count Kato, when he received this list of Russian spies,
treat.
was wild with delight.
Within ten minutes he had set the machinery of the government in operation.
Some 0£ these spies, who were arrested, went to prison.
Others, against whom there was no evidence, were driven
out of Japan.
For the :first time in modern history Japan was clear for
a while at least of Russian spies.
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~ 71 The Bradys and the Seven Students; or, The Mystery of a Medical
College.
;:;·rn The Bradys and Governor Gum; or, Hunting the' King of the
High binders.

The Bradys' Lost Claim ; or, The Mystery of Klll Buck Canyon.
~f~ The
Bradys and the Broker's Double; or, Trapping a Wall Street

Trickster.
378 The Bradys at Hudson's Bay; or. The Search for a Lost Explorer.
379 The Bradys and the Kansas "Come-Ons"; or, Hot Work on a
Green Goods Case.
380 The Bradys' Ten·Trunk Mystery; or, Working for the Wabash
Road.
381 The Bradys and Dr. Ding; or, Dealing With a Chinese Magician.
382 The Bradys and "'Old K!ng Copper" ; or, Probing a Wall Street
Mystery.
383 The
Bradys and the "Twenty Terrors"; or, After the Grasshopper
Gang.
384 The
Bradys and Towerman "10" ; or, The Fate or the Comet
Flyer.
385 The Bradys and J udg,; J urnv ; or, The "Badman'" F rom Up the
River.
386 The Bradys and Prince HI-Tl-LI ; or, The Trail of the Fakir ot
'Frisco.
387 The Bradys and "Badman Bill"; or, Hunting the Hermit of Hangtown.
388 The Bradys and '"Old Man Money"; or, Hustling ror Wall Street
Mil Ilona.
389 'l'he Bradys and the Gree n Lady; or, The Mystery of the Maa.
house.
390 The Bradys' Stock Yards .Mystery; or, A Queer Case from Chi·
cago.
391 The Bradys · and the 'Frisco Fire Fiends; or, Working for Earthquake Millions.
392 The lfradys· Ha ce With Death; or, Dealings With Or. Du'l'al.
393 The Bradys and Dr. Sam-Suey-Soy; or, Hot Woi:k on a Chinese
Clew.
394 The Bradys and '"Blackfoot Blll"; or, The Trall or the Tonopah
Terror.
395 The Bradys and the "Lamb League" ; or, After the 1''1ve 1'' aklrs
or Wall Street.
396 The Bradys' Black Hand Mystery ; or, Running Down tile Coa l
Mine Gang.
397 The Bradys ancl the "King of Clubs"; or, The Clew Found on the
Corner.
398 The Bradys and the Chinese Banker; or, Fighting for Dupont
Street Diamonds.
399 The Bradys and t,be Bond Forgers; or, A Dark Wall Street Mystery.
4 0 0 The Bradys' Mexican Trail: or, Chasing the "King of the Mesa."
401 1'he Bradys a.nd the Demon Doctor; or, The House of Many Myeteric•.
4 0 2 The Bradys and "Joss House Jim"; or, Trailing a Chinese Opii1m Gang
4 0 S The Brarl ys and the Girl In Blue; or, After the Maiden Lane Diamonrls.
404 The Bradys Among the "Hill B illies"~£r. A Case ~'rom Old Ke11tucl:y.
H5 The B radys a nd t.he Gold Miners; or, VI or king a Wl)d \Vest Trail.
4 06 The Bradys' Mysterious Shadow; or, the Secret of the Old Stone Vn.ult.
407 'J'he Bradys and "Mu stA.n~ Joe''; or, The Rustlers of Rattlesnake Ilnn.
408 The B!'lldys' Snapshot Clew; or, Traced by t he Camera.
409 'rho Bradys and the Hip Sing Tong; or, Hot v\'ork on a Highbinder
Case.
41 O The Bra.dye and "Mr. Mormon"; or, Secret Work in S A.It Lake City.
4 I l The Bradys and the Cellar of Death; or, Ferreting out the Boston Crooks.
4 12 'l'he Bradys' L!tke Front Myster;i: ·I or, A Qu eer Case from ChicRgo.
'13 The Bradys and the Dumb Mil lonare; or, The Latest Wall Streeb
Lamb.
4 U The Bradys' Gold Field Game; or, Rounding up the Nevada Mine
Brokers.
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mentioned.
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N~. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Em·
MESMERISM.
No. 81. H OW 'IO ;\lES;\1E lUZE .-Containing the most ap- bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il·
proved methods of mesmerism; a lso bow to cure a ll kinds of lustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by au·irna l magnetism, or, magnetic healing. Ry P rof. Leo
Containi~~ deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading coajurors
Hugo Koch, A. (). S., author of " H ow to H ypnot ize,'' etc.
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTR Y •

. No. 82. HOW TO DO PA LMI ST RY.- Con taining the most ap·
MAGIC.
proved methods ' of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. ~· HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanat ion of the ir meaning. Also expla ining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading· card tricks
and the key for- telling cha racter by t he bumps 011 the head. B7 of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
our leading magicians; every boy should obtain a. copy of this book,
as it will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No.. 22. HO~· TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valu able and in- explamed
b)'. his form er assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
structive information regarding· the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were. c.arried on between
the magician and the
explaining the most approver! methods which a re employed by the boy on the stage; also g1vmg all the codes and
signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. B y Leo Hugo K och, A..Q.S.
aut hentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Oontaining the
SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO H UN T AND FISH.- Tbe mo.<it complete gran~est assortment of . magical illusions ever placed before tbe·
."
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It con tains fu ll in· pu bhc. Also tl'icks with cards. incantations, etc.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TlUCKS.-Containing o~
struetions about guns, hunti ng dogs, traps, t rapping and fishing,
one
hundred
highly
amusing
and
instructive
tricks
with
chemicals.
together with. descriptions of game a nd fish.
·.
No. 2G. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AN D BU ILD A BOAT.- F ully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
illustra ted. Every boy should know ·h ow to row s.nd sail a boat.
Full instru ctions are given in this li ttle book, togethe r wi th in· ~ fty of the la test and best tricks used by magicians. Also contain·
mg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
>tru~ti o ns on swimming an d r id ing, <'ompanion sports to boating.
. No._ 70. HOW '.1'0 MAJ(EJ MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
No. 17. HOW 'TO BREAK, R ID E AND DRIVE A H ORSE.A complete treatise on the horse. D escr ib!ng the most useful horses directions for makmg Magic r.I.' oys and devices of many kinds BY.
'
'
for bu s in ~ss, the best horses for t he road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illust.-ated.
No. 73 .. HOW. TO J?O TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
oiseases peCtI Har to the ho rse.
many
curious
tricks
with
figures
and
the
magic
of
number&.
By
A..
No. 48. HOW 1'0 B U ILD AND SAIL CANOES. -A bandy
book for boys, conta ini ng full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7.5. HO\y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
By C. Stansfield llicks.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. ¥JqW TO DO THE ·.BLACK ART.-Containing a com.
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULU:M AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descr1pt1on of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
Containing the grea t oracle of human destiny; also t he true mean· together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson'.
iug of almost any kind of dreams, t ogetller with charms, cereme>n ies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL,
No. 23. IIOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DRE AM S.-Everybo<ly dreams;
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN IN VENTOR.-Every boy
from the little cl1ild to t he aged man and woma n. 'l'his lt+tle book
should
know
how
inven
originated. This book explains them
gives the explanation to a ll kinds of dreams, together with lucky a ll, gi v i ~g examples in tions
electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 23. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desi rous of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most ins trucli\e book published.
knowing what his future life will bring fo rth, whether happiness or . No. 5~. HOW TO BECOi\1~ A.N ENGINEER.-Containing full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this lit tle mstruct1ons how to proceed m order to become a locomotive enalso dir!'.cti.ons for buildi.ng a mod~! locomotive; together
book. Iluy one and be convinced. T ell your own fortune. Tell gi?eer;
with ·a full descr1pt1on of eve rythmg an engmee1· should know.
the fortune of your friend s.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUS~D AL INSTRUi\fENTS.-Full
No. rn. now TO '.rE LL FORTUNES BY T HE IIAND.C'cnt a ining ru les for t elling fort unes by the aid of lines of the hand, direct ions how to mak~ a B!lnjo, Violin, Zithel', JEolian Harp, Xylopb.,,ne
am! ot he r musical mstruments ; together wi t h a brief deot t: ~~ ~ ~ r·:·~ t cf p'.l lm:'·\ !'Y· Also t he secr et of telling future events scr iption
of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
by aiJ of mole3, m:u·ks, scars, etc. Illustra ted. By A. Anderson. modern ti mes.
Profusely illustrated. By Algern on S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal lllarines.
.ATHLETIC.
No. 59. IIOW TO MAKE A i\1AGIC LANTERN.-Containing
. No. 6. HOW T O BECO;\IE AN ATHLETE.- Giving full ins t ru ctio1,1 fot• the me of dumb bells, I ndian clu bs, pa ra llel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
Also
fu H direct ions for !ts use and for painting slides. Handsomely
hor!zonta l bars and vari ous other methods of devel oping a . good,
heal thy muscle; con taining over si xty illustrat ions. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
Ne>. 71. R OW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Contalninf
bcrome strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
ill !his li ttle book.
By
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Ko. JO. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy.
Contain ing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dirier·
LETTER WRITING.
cnt positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No.' 11. ROW TO WRITE LOVE-LET1'ERS.-A most coDi·
th ~ ~ e useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete li ttle book, containing full directions for writing love-lettere,
v; ichout an instructor.
Ko. 25. HOW TO EECO;\JE A GYMNAST.-Con taintng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
inst ru ctions for all kind::; cf g.vmnnstic sports and athletic exer cises.
E.ml>t'll.ci ng thirty-five i ~ lustrat ions. B y Professor W. Macdonald. ·Complete instruct ions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters of introduction. notes and requests.
A handy and useful r ook.
.
No. 24. HOW 'l'O WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO F E NCE.-Containing f ull iu"Struction for
'fo y;cing and the use of t he broadswo:-J; also instruction in archery. Con taining full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
De;;' :". ';~ d vith twenty-one practical illustra tions, giving the best also giving sa mple letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LErrERS.-A wonderful little
posU c..:.s iD :!:encing. A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your fat her,
TRICKS WITH CARDS. ·
mofuer, siste r, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. H OW TO DO TRICKS WI 'l' H CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
explJ.n,.t'o113 of t'h e general principles of sleight-of-hand a pplicable lady in the land sbou ld have this book.
to card 1-ricks; of !'ard tricks wi th ordinm-y cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Con·
sleight-of-hand; of tri cks involvin g sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
~ially p~·epared cards.
B~ i?rofessor Haffner.
Illustrated.
also r ules for pu11ctua.tion a11d composition, with specimen letters.

r:=:=:- - ---====
T HE STAGE.
No. 41• .THE BOYS 01!, NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKEl
BOOK.-Containidg a grea t varil!tY. of the latest jokes used by the
m?st fatnous end mert. No ama teur minstrels Is complete without
this wonderfu l little book.
No .. 4~. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Con ta1~mg a varied asso,rt~ <mt of :;tump speeches, Negro, Du tch
a nd Insh. Also end mens Jokes. J ust the thing for home amusement and amatem· shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND J OKl!J B<?OK.;--Somethin~ new a.nd very instructive. Every
boy . s~ ou ld obtam th is ~ook , as 1t con tams full instructions for orgamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
. No. 65. MULDOO~ ' S JOKE~.-;--This is one of the most original
Joke ~ooks ever pubhshe ~ , a nd 1t is brimfu l of wit and humor. It
contarns a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical' joke~ of
the ~ay . E very boy .who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtam a copy 1mmed1ately.
No._ 79. HQW TO BECOME A.N ACTOR.-Containing complete mstruct1ons .how to mll;ke uf for various cha racters on the
stage. ; tog~ther wi th the duties o the Stage Manager, Prompter,
Scemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Ma na.,.er.
N!J. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' J OKE BOOK-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned a nd
ever popular Ueri;nl!-n comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover contammg a half-tone photo of tij_e author.

HOUSEKEEPING.
A, WIND.O W GARDEN.-Contai ning

N~. 16. H9W TO KEJEP

full mstruct1ons for constructmg a wmdow ga rden either in town
or country, and the most approved . meth ods for ra ising beautiful
owers at home. T he most complete book of the kind ever pu bbed.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.- One of the most instru ctive books
n cooking ever published. It. conta ing. recipes fo r cooking meats,
ib, game, and oysters; also pi es, pudd111gs, cakes and all kiu ds of
stry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
eooks.
' No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It con tains informat ion for
-;-erybody, boys, girls, men and women; it wi ll teach you how to
make almost anythi ng around the house, suC'h as parl or omamen ts,
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for c~tchin g birds.

E:LEC'tRI CAL.

No: 31. HyW T9 BECO.MID A SPEAKER.-Containinr fou::-teen 1llustrat1ons, giving the different posi tions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
aU the popular ~n th o rs of prose and poetry, a r ranged in the meet
simple and conc1s.<? mann er possible.
No. 49. .HOW TO DEJBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting d•
bates, ou tlines for debate11, questions fo r discussion and the bed
sources for procuring infot mation on the que.~tions a-'iven.

S OCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLI R'l'.-The arts and wiles of fl irtation art
full y explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ha.Ldkerchieff· fll.n, glove, parasol, window and hat fli rtation, it con•
~a1ns a .full 1st of the language and sentimen t of flowers, which la
m.terestrng to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happJ
without one.
No. 4. HOW 'l'O DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
li ttle book just issued by I!' rank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the ar t of dancing, etiquette in the ba ll-room and at partie1,
ho-.r to dress, and full directions for calling off in a ll popular square
dances.
No. l'.). HOW TQ MA~~ LOVl!J.-A ~mp l ete guide t<;> love,
courtship a nd marl'lage, g1vmg ·sens1ble advice, r ules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen•
erally known.
No. 1 i. ·HOW TO DRESS.- Containing fu ll instruction in the
art of dressing a nd appearing well at home and a broad, giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTI FUL.-One of the
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautifu l, both male and
female. '.rhe secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

BIR DS AN D ANIMALS.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.- Handsomely illustrated and
containing full instructions for the management and t raining of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 3 !). HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
R ABBITS.-A usefu l and instructive book. Handsomely illustra ted. By I ra D ro fra w.
K o. 40. H OW TO MAKE AND SET TRAP S.-Including hints
on how to ca tch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
.\!so how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
.
Kef'ne.
Ko. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A
valuable book, g"iv ing ii1structions in collecting, p reparing, mountint
and preserving birds, a nimals an d insects.
No. 54. H OW 'l' O KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
plete informat ion as to the ma nner and method of ra ising, keeping,
taming, breeding, an d managing all kinds of pets ; a lso giving full
instructions fo1· making cages, etc. Fully explained bv twenty-eight
illustrations, making it the most complete book of 'the kind ever
published.

No. 46. H OW T O MAKE ANb USE ELECTRICITY.- A description of the wonderfu l uses of electricity and electro magnetism ·
together with fu ll instructions fo r making E lectric Toys. B atte ries'
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fi fty il~
lustrations.
No. 64. HOW T O MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Conta!ning fnH Jirectlons fo r making electrica l machi nes, induction
co1Is, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
M ISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and high ly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. H OW TO B ECOME A SCIENTI ST,_.A useful and in·
' stru ctive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
together with illustrations. By A . .Anderson.
peri ments in acoustics, mecha nics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
ENTERTAINMENT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fi res, and gas balloons. TW.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRI LOQUI ST. -By H ar rv book cannot be eq ualed.
No. 14. HOW T O MAKE CANDY.- A complete hand-book for
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy readi ng
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making a ll kinds of candy, ice-creall:!..,sy rup~essences. e tc~ etc.
No. 8-!. ·HOW TO BECOMEJ A1Y AUTHOR. -Containing ftill
tudes every night with his \')'Onderful imitations) , can master the
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information rega~din g choice of subjects, the use of wo rds and the
mann e1• of preparing and submitting manuscDipt. Also containing
grea test book l'ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO E NTERTAI N AN EVENI NG PARTY.-A valuab le informat ion as to the neatness, legibility and general conivery valuable little book jt1st published. A complete compendium position of manusc ript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
.
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
fo r par lo r or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more fo r the - No. 38. H OW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR-A wondcrfu l book. contain ing useful and practi cal information in the
money than any book published.
No. 3p. HO' V TO PLAY GA.MES.- A complete and usefu l li ttle trea tment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to everJ
fam ily. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com•
bagatelle,
billiards,
of
regulations
and
es
book, con taining the rul
plaints.
ba rkgammon. croqu et. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COI NS.- ConNo. 36. HOW TO SOLVEJ CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining val uable information regarding th e collecting and arranging
stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
of
·
and wi tty sayings.
Np. 58. HO W T O BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old K ing Brady,
No. 52. HOW T O P I,AY GARDS.-A complete and handy little
book, giving the rules and f~ ' \rections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. I n which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, u~'-: ·ce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible r ules for beginners, and a lso relates some adventurei
·
Auction P itch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO B E COME A PHOTOGRAP HER.-ContainNo. 66. H OW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hundred interesting puzzles and conu ndrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding t he Camera and how to -work it:
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
complete book. F ully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Xt~~iarencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.

No. 62. H OW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITAR'i
CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admi ttance
course of Stud,Y, Flxaminations, Du t ies, Staff of Office rs, Posi
Guard, Police R<'gnlation!, F ire Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by L u Senarens, author
.
of "How to Be<'ome a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HO W TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET. -Complete In·
strnctions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historil!al sketch, a nd everything a bo,1
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Comdialect, French dialect, Yankee and I rish dialect pieces, t ogether piled and wri tt<'n by I,u Senarens, author of "How ti> Become 11
' rWest Point Military Cadet.'n
with many standard readings.

No. 13. HOW T O D O I T; OR , B OOK OF ETIQUETTE .- It
ls a great life secret, and one tha t every you.n g man desires to know
all about. T here's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW '1'0 BEHA VE.- Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of appearing to good advantage at par ties, balls, the theatre, church, and
in the drawing-room.

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH. OR 3 FOR 2 5 CENTS.
.
Address FRANK TOUSEY! Publisher. 24 Union · Square, New York.

Fameand Fortune·Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-M~DE

32 Pages of Reading Matter

MAN

Handsome Colored Covers

• •

• •

A new one issued every ·Friday

Price 5 cents a copy .

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage or
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this series
contains a good moral tone which mak(\S "Fame and Fortune Weekly" a magazine for the home, although each number
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists. and
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about It.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
1 A Lucky Deal ; or, The Cutest Boy In Wall Street.
2 Born to Good Luck ; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
3 A Corner In Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick.
4 A Game of Chance: or, The Boy Who Won Out.
5 Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy In Wall Street.
6 Building a Railroad ; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor In Green Rivef.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Record of a Self-Made Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
10 A Copper Harvest; or. The Boys Who Worked a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, The Fortunes of a Boston Hoy.
12 A Diamond In the Rough; or, A Brave Boy's Start In Life.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy In Wall Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downed.
15 A Streak of Luck ; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Nest.
16 A Good Thing; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune.
17 King of the Market; or, The Young Trader in Wall Street.
l.8 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Thousand.
19 A Rise in Life; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy in Wall Street.
21 All to the Good; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Go~ There; or, The Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
2a Bound to Win; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing It Through ; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator; or, The Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 'l'he Way to Success ; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil ; or. The Boy Who Made a Million.
28 A Golden Risk; or, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island.
32 Adrift on the World; or, Working His Way to Fortune.

33 Playing to Win; or, The Foxiest Boy In Wall Street.
34 Tatters ; or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo; or, The Richest Boy in the World.
86 Won by Pluck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.
37 Beating the Brokers; or, The Boy Who "Couldn't be Done."
38 A Rolling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
39 Never Say Die; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy Valley.
40 Almost a Man; or,. Winning His Way to the Top.
41 Boss of the Market; or, The Greatest Boy In Wall Street.
42 The Chance of His Life; o!t The Young Pilot .or Crystal Lake.
43 Striving for Fortune; or, i•-rom Bell-Boy to Millionaire.
44 Out !or Buslnes.; or, The Smartest Boy In Town.
45 A Favorite of Fortune; or, Striking It Rieb In Wall Street.
46 Through Thick and Thin; or, The Adventures of a Smart Boy.
47 Doing His Level Best; or, Working His Way Up.
·
48 Always on Deck; or, The Boy Who Made His Mark.
49 A Mint o! Money; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
50 The'Ladder of Fame; or, From Office Boy to Senator.
51 On the Square; or, The Success of an Honest Boy.
52 After a Fortune; or, The Pluckiest Boy in the West.
53 Winning the Dollars; or, The Young Wonder of Wall Street.
54 Making His Mark; or, The Boy Who Became President.
55 Heir to a Million; or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
56 Lost in the Andes : or, The Treasure of the Burled City.
57 On His Mettle; or, A Plucky Boy in Wall Street.
58 A Lucky Chance; or, Taking Fortune on the Wing.
59 The Road to Success; or, The Career of a Fortunate Boy.
60 Chasing Pointers; or, The Luckiest Boy In Wall Street.
61 Rising in the ~'orld; or, From Factory Boy to Manager.
62 P'rom Dark to Dawn; or, A Poor Boy's Chance.
63 Out for Himself; or, Paving His Way to Fortune.
1
6 i Diamond Cut Diamond; _or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.

F or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, in mon·e y or postage stamps, l:'y

l'BAN X TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out aud fiH
Ill -the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the ~ooks you want and we will send them to you by re-

t urn mail.
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DEAR Sm-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
·.•... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ................ ·........................................•..•.•....
" WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos ..................•.........................•...•.•• ....•
'• ... "
WEST WEEKLY, Nos ....... . .. - ........................................•......••
" "" WILD
THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ................ ·.............. . ..........•......•....••
" " PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos..................................
. ..............•..•...•..•.••
" " SECRET ·SERVICE, Nos.. . ......... - ................... · · ...........
· .................. .
" " FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos ...... . ...........................................
" " Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos .......................... · · · · · ....... · ...............•.•..•••.
•.. , "
Name .......................... Street and No.••..•..... '......... Town ...•.••••. State ....•....•.•••••••,

....
le • • •

..

WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY
A COMPLETE S'l'ORY EVERY \VEEK
Price 5 Cents
BY THE BEST AUTHORS
Price 5 Cents

-·

~HANDSOME

ILLUSTRATED COVERS

ISSUED . EVERY FRIDAY .._

32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World
. , - TAKE NOTICE! -.i
This handsome weekly contains intensely
interesting stories of adventure on a great
variety of subjects. Each number is r eplete with rousing situations and lively
incidents. The heroes a re bright, manly
fe!Jows, who overcome a ll obstacles by
sheer force of brains and grit and win
well-merited success. We have secured a

II

staff of new au.thors, who write these
stories in a manner which will be a source
of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each
number has a handsome colored illustration made by the most expert artists.
Large sums of money are being spen c ·o
make this one of the best weeklies ever
published.

l

ALREADY PUBLISHED:
1 Smashing the Auto Record; or, Bart Wilson at the Speed Lever. 20 On the Lobster Shift; or, Tile Her111d'S Sta~.

By
Howard D e W4tt. ·
By T om Dawson. 21 Under the Vendettas Steel; or, A Yankee r11y in Corsiea.
Lieu t. J. J . Ba rry.
From Cadet to Cap tain; or, Di ck Dantord's West l'oint ' e rve. By
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Luck of Being a Roy. By Rob Roy.
Lie ut. J. J . Barry.
's l'arad.se; or, "'l'he Boy Wh o ilad Things Easy. By Freel
The Get-Ther e Boys; w, Making Things Hum in Honduras. By 23 In Fool
.
_
Warburton.
1
1r r ed Warburton .
Boy in a i\Iiilion ;. i:, The Trick That Pald. By Edward N.
Written ln Cipher; or, The Skein Jack Barry U nra ve lled. By Pror. 24 One1~ 01<..
Olive r Owens.
Sj'.lite of Himself; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prof;
The No-Good Boys ; or, D ow ning a Toug h Name. By A. Howard 25 In OiI~er
Owens.
De Witt.
Kicked into Luck : or, The Way Nate Got There. By Rob Roy.
t6
Kicked oil: the Earth ; or, Ted Trim's Hard Luck Cure. By Rob :n The Prince of Opals; or, The Man-Trap or Death Valley. By A.
Roy.
•
Howard De Witt.
Doing it Quick; or, Ike Brown's Ilu stle at Panama. By Cap tain 28 Liv~.g ~~x.His Hat; or, The Wide World Ilis Ilome. By Edward
Hawthorn , U. S. N.
In the ' l?r isco Earthquake; or, Bob Brag' s Day of Terror. By 29 All fo r President Dia z; or, A Hot Time in Mexico. By Lieut. J . J.
Prof. Oliver Owens.
Barry.
We, Us & Co. ; o r , Seeing Life with a Vaudeville Show. By Ed- 30 The Easi est Ever; or. How Tom Fil led a Money Barrel. By Capt.
ward N. l?ox.
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
Cut Out for an Officer; or, Corporal 'l'ed iu the Philippines. By 31 In the Sultan's Eye; or, Beating the Porte's Game. By Tom
Li eut. J . J . Barry.
·
Dawson.
A Fool for Luck; or, The Boy \\"ho Tu rned Boss. By Fred War- 32 The Crater of Gold; or, Di ck Hope's Find in the Philippines. By
bu r ton.
Fred Warburton.
'rhe Great Gaul "Beat" ; or, Phil Winston's start in Reporting. 33 At the Top of the Heap; or, Daring to Call His Soul His Own. By Rob
By A. Howard De Witt.
Roy.
Out for Gold; or, The Boy Who Knew the Dilrerence. By Tom 3! A Le111on .for His; or, Nat's Corner in Gold Bricks. By Fdward N. Fox
Dawson.
3o By the M1Jrndo's Or der; or, Ted 'l'errill's "1Vi 11 Ou t" i11 J apan. By Lieut::
J . J . Barry.
y Frank
The Boy Who Balked ; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Ki ck.
36 Hi s Name. WllS Dennis; or, The Luck of a Green Irish Boy. By A. Howa rd
Irving. ·
De Witt.
Slicker tban Silk : or. The Smoothest Boy Alive. Ry Rob Roy.
The Keg of Diamonds ; or, After the Treasure of the Caliphs. By
Tom Dawson.
Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
By Edward N . irox.

2 Oil: the 'l'icker; or , Fate at a Moment' s J\"otice,

3

4

5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18

1

Owen~.

1 9 Won by

l:ilr; or, Jack Mason's Marble Face:

By Frank Irving.
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